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ABSTRACT

The Archean metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of
the central Lake of the !,Ioods area of northwestern Ontario
were deformed in four distinct phases. The first deforma-
tion (D1) produced upright, isoclinal folds (F1) with nearly
horizontal axes and a penetrative axial planar foliation
(51). The l-ateral persistence of these folds suggests that
they formed in response to regional north-south compression'
and that they are not directly related to diapirism within
or adjacent to the area. D1 llas accompanied by regional
greenschist facies metamorphism (M1).

The second deformation (D2) produced steeply plunging
macroscopic flexural foldsr âDd a complex pattern of faults,
which reoriented and disrupted F1 axial surfaces. D2 struc-
tures were most intensely developed around the granitic
plutons. The orientationr stress historyr ând sequence of
development of D2 structures reflect the changing orienta-
tion of principal stresses during the rise and inflation of
large gneissic batholiths to the north and south, and laterr
smaller granodioritic diapirs. The geometry of D2 struc-
tures was controlled in part by the strong vertical planar
anisotropy inherited from the F1 folding. D2 r¡as accompa-
nied by contact metamorphisn (M) which produced anphibolite
and hornfels facies assemblages near pluton contacts.

The third phase (D3) produced kink bands and chevron
f ol-ds. D3 was a minor event which occurred af ter M2 meta-
morphism, and may be an extension of D2, or may be due to
regional stress. The D4 deformation is characterized by

tensional faultingr which probably occurred during regional
isostatic adjustment following diapirism. The latest struc-
tures are northwest-trending fractures, some of which are
occupied by diabase dikes. These structures formed at some

time after D4, but their age is uncertain.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

The extensive research of the last 30 years has greatly

increased our understanding of the nature and developmental

history of Archean granite-greenstone terranes. Since the

pioneering review of Macgregor (195L) 
' a large number of

papers have been published which review the general aspects

of the geology, geochemistr!r and tectonics of greenstone

belts throughout the world (Anhaeusser and others, 1969;

Goodwin, I97 2; Anhaeuss€r r I973 , I97 5¡ !vindleyr 1973 ¡

WiIson and others, 1974r Glickson, I976).

The steady accumulation of data has led to the develop-

ment of a variety of models intended to explain the general

aspects of the geochemical and tectonic evolution of these

terranes (Anhaeussêrr 1973; TaIbot, 1973; Goodwin and

Westr 1975; !{indley, I976i Gorman and others' 1978). Most

of the popular models are based on geochemical and petrolo-

gic studies, and have dealt primarily with problems of magma

generation and the origin of the volcanic and sedimentary

rocks of the greenstone-belt sequences. A common feature of

nearly aIl models is the recognition of gravity-driven

vertical tectonics, specifically the diapiric emplacement of

Iarge granitoid batholiths, as an important phase of
greenstone-belt evolution.

Diapirism has come to be recognized as an important
tectonic process, due largely to the theoretical and experi-
nental studies of Hans Ramberg and his associates. The



theory of diapiric intrusions r.¡as summarized by Ramberg

Ã967), and further developed in subsequent papers dealing

with model studies (Berner and others, I972¡ Rambergr I968,

I970, I973¡ Ramberg and Sjostrom, I973¡ Dixon,1975).

Early model studies were applied to the interpretation of

Archean granite-greenstone terranes largely by comparing the

shape of structures produced in the centrifuge with large-

scale structures observed in the greenstone belts (Lowman,

I976). More recent model studies (Dixon, 1975; Schwerdtner

and Troeng, I978¡ Cowardr 19Bt) have incorporated strain
measurement techniques, and can be compared with field
measurements of strain in analysing the deformation produced

by intruding diapiric plutons.

Studies which have incorporated strain measurements and

finite-element models have shown that the finite strain
recorded in rocks within and adjacent to diapirs evolved

along a complex path of deformation. This complex path

resulted from the constantly changing stress distribution
around a diapiric body as it first rose verticallyr and then

expanded. The results of theoretical and experimental
studies have been applied to t,he interpretation of granitic
bodies of Archean and younger age (Stephansson, 1975, 1977¡

Stephansson and Johnson, 1976¡ Coward, 1981; Soula, 1982).

The criteria which have been developed for recognition of
diapiric intrusions (SLephansson, I975¡ Schwerdtner, 1981)

have received wide application in Archean granite-greenstone

terranes. Recent studies in the Canadian ShieId by



Schwerdtner (1976), Drury (I977), Schwerdtner and others

Qg7Ð, Schwerdtner and Lumbers (1980) r ând Davidson (I980) 
'

have described classical examples of diapiric intrusions.

t{any of these studies have emphasized the internal structure

of plutons and granitoid complexes in determining whether

diapirism was activei relatively few studies anywhere have

looked at the effect of diapirs on their surrounding rocks

in any detailr at least at anything other than a very local

scale.

Diapirism is novr widely accepted as a mechanism of

granite emplacement in generalr ând as a major Process in

greenstone-belt evol-ution. Recent structural studies in

Archean granite-greenstone terranes have raised fundamental

questions about the nature of the diapirism and its role in

producing the structures observed in the greenstone belts.

FieId-based studies by Schwerdtner and others i.l-gTg) and

Schwerdtner and Lumbers (1980) have characterized diapirism

in the Superior Province in Ontario as a complex' multi-

stage process. Schwerdtner and Lumbers (1980) described

large gneissic granitoid complexesr which they interpreted

to represent magma intruded at depth and later emplaced

diapirically into the greenstone sequence. These major

bodies vrere later intruded by true magmatic diapirs.
Although Schwerdtner and others (1979) still attributed most

of the deformation evident in the greenstones to diapirism'

the deformational history is obviousJ-y more complex than

that visualized in early tectonic models (Anhaeusser and



others, 1969).

other structural studies have shown that the internal

structures of greenstone belts may be due at least in part

to causes other than granite diapirism. In the Superior

province in Manitoba' Pârk and Ermanovics (1978) and Fyson

and others (1978) attributed early folds to diapirism, and

later structures to regional stress. In the Slave Province

in Canada, Fyson (1978' 1980) has proposed that a major

phase of folding predated granite diapirism. PIatt and

others (1978) reached similar conclusions in western

Australia. Coward and James (I974) concluded that the

deformation observed in part of the Rhodesian Craton was

related to regional eventsr and not directly to Local intru-

sion of granitic batholiths. Snowden and Bickle (1976)

proposed that greenstone-belt structures, and a major grani-

tic body in another part of the Rhodesian Cratonr \¡rêre the

result of regional cross-folding without diapirism.

Although these and other structural studies have con-

tributed substantially to our understanding of Archean

greenstone-belt evolution, they have raised significant
questions concerning: 1) the nature and timing of diapirism

and its relationship to the strain history of the surround-

ing rocks, and 2) whether or not the deformation observed

within the greenstone sequence can be attributed entirely to

diapi r i sm.



Statement 9¡[ Problem

The purpose of this study was to determine the charac-

terr sequence of development, and origin of the tectonic

structures in the Archean greenstone sequence in the central

Lake of the Woods area in Ontario (Figure 1). This area vras

chosen because it provided the opportunity to examine an

area of greenstones surrounded on three sides by Iarge

granitoid complexesr and intruded by smaller granitic plu-

tons (see regional map of Blackburn, 1981). The three

principle objectives of this study vrere: L) to determine

the character and sequence of deformation within the green-

stone sequencer âDd to map the distribution and geometry of

Iarge- and small-scale structuresi 2) to determine whether

the structural- geometry and apparent strain hi'story of the

greenstones is consistent with an origin by regional stress,

or by loca1 deformation resulting from diapiric pluton

emplacementi 3) to examine the contact relationships and'

to a limited extent, the internal structure of the large and

small granitic plutons to determine whether they were

emplaced as diapirs, or by another mechanism.

Methods Of Study

This study was based primarily on field observations

and measurements. Mapping was done by pace and compass

traverse and by boat traverse, using aerial photography at a

scale of one inch to one quarter mile (1:15'840). Geology

v¡as compiled at a scale of one inch to one half mile



(1:31r680). AeriaI photographs and planimetric base maps

were purchased from the Ontario Mini stry of Natural

Resources -

Because the study area covered approximately seven hun-

dred and fifty square kilometers (750 km'), the mapping

phase vras conducted at both the reconnaissance and detailed

1eve1s. Reconnaissance traverses were run throughout the

area to map the gross stratigraphy and macroscopic struc-

ture. l¡lore detailed work was concentrated in areas of good

exposure where important stratigraphic and structural rela-

tionships could be worked out. This study concentrated on

observing the distribution and geometry of structures, and

the orientation and the qualitative variation in magnitude

of strain within the supracrustal rocks. Mapping v/as con-

centrated in the eastern part of the area. l'luch of the

geology shown on the western one-fourth of Map I (in pocket)

was compiled from the preliminary mapping of Davies (I969

and 1970) and ì,1.G. Morrice (unpublished data). For inf orma-

tion on the interior of the Aul-neau and Dryberry batholiths,
the author relied heavily on data collected by D.V. Ziehlke
(I974, and unpublished data).
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The location
subprovinces of

Ontario is shown

CHAPTER II GENERAL GEOLOGIC SETTING

of the study area in relation to the major

the Superior Province in northwestern

in Figure 1. A more specific location map

is provided on the geologic map (Map L, in pocket)'
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Figure 1. Map showing Iocation of study area in
relation to major tectonic divisions or sub-
provinces of the Superior Province in northwes-
tern Ontario. GS indicates granite-greenstone
terrane, GN indicates gneissic terrane.
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The central Lake of the lVoods area is Located in the

granite-greenstone terrane of the l{abigoon Subprovince.

This subprovince is separated from the similar Uchi and lVawa

Subprovinces by the English River and Quetico gneissic

Subprovinces. The gneissic terranes differ from the inter-

vening granite-greenstone terranes in that they consist

predominantly of orthogneisses and paragneisses, intruded by

large granitic complexes similar to, but less abundant than'

those in the greenstone belts (Beakhouser I977; Breaks and

others' 1978). The plutons of the gneissic belts are

roughly contemporaneous with the granitic batholiths of the

greenstone belts (Birk and McNutt' 1981; Gower and

Cliffordr 1981; Davis and Edwards' 1982). Some of the

orthogneisses (Clark and othersr 1981) have ages in excess

of 3000 m.y.r up to 500 m.y" older than the late granites of

the gneissic belts and greenstone terranes.

The metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the !ùabi-

goon Subprovince are typical of Archean greenstone terranes

throughout the worId. The greenstones consist of two or

more sequences of metavolcanic rocks, with mafic flows at
the base, grading upward into intermediate and felsic pyro-

clastic and epiclastic rocks. These rocks have been

described and studied in detail at several locatities in the

!{abigoon Subprovince, and their Iithology and chemistry in
the Lake of the lrloods area have been summarized by Goodwin

(I965), Smith and others (1973), Wilson and others (197 Ð |

Morrice (I974a, I974b), and Ziehlke (1975c). The green-
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stones are fotded into a series of northeasterly trending

major anticlines and synclines which roughly parallel the

boundaries of the subprovince (Goodwin' 1965). The sequence

is locally cut by major fault zones which both follow and

cut across the easterly trend of the major folds. Metamor-

phicgradeisgreenschistfaciesrexceptnearthecontacts

of granitic plutons where amphibolite facies, and loca11y'

hornfels facies mineral assemblages occur.

Studies of the Aulneau batholith (Ziehlker 1974, 1975a)

and of major plutonic complexes east and south of the

present study area (Schwerdtner and others, 1978, 1979¡

Schwerdtner and Mason, I978¡ Schwerdtner and Lumbers' 1980)

have shown that the major granitic bathotiths are not simple

homogeneous plutons, but have undergone a complex emplace-

ment history involving many different phases and multiple

intrusive events. Schwerdtner and others (1979) and

Schwerdtner and Lumbers (1980) summarized much of the

earlier work on granitoid complexes. They proposed that an

early stage of diapirism resulted in the large complexes of

gneissic tonalite-granodiorite, such as the Aulneau and

Dryberry batholiths. Magma intruded as sheet-1ike batho-

liths at depth, cooled, and the resulting heat Ioss to the

overlying volcanic rocks reduced the ductility contrast and

allowed diapirism to begin. In their model, the emplacement

of these large diapirs of dioritic to granitic composition

produced most of the folding evident in the greenstone

belts. Smaller diapiric intrusions composed of granodiorite
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to granite later intruded these complexes as weIl as the

greenstones. Schwerdtner and others (1979) proposed that' a

period of strike-slip fault movement in response to north-

westerly regional compression followed diapirism.

Much of the study of granite diapirism in the Vüabigoon

Subprovince, and in the Superior Province in generâ1r has

concentrated on the broad regional tectonic aspects

(Brisbin r !975¡ Schwerdtner and others , I978¡ Parkr 198I) '
or the detailed loca1 scale (Schwerdtner, I976i l{organ'

1980), or has been concerned primarily with identifying

diapirs by their internal structure (Schwerdtner and others'

I978). The present study differs from most Previous

studiesr particularly those conducted in the hlabigoon

Subprovince, in that it represents an attempt to examine a

large area containing several possibly diapiric plutons in

some detail, from the point of view of interpreting the

origin of the structures of the greenstone sequence.

Previous Geologic Mapping

The entire area was covered by the mapping of A.C.

Lawson (1885). Specific parts of the study area have been

mapped by the Ontario Geological Survey at various scales.

These include the Bigstone Bay Area (Map 39f) by Suffe1

(1930), the Central Lake of the Woods Area (Map 45b) by

Thomson (1936), and the Whitefish Bay Area (Map 52c) by

Fraser (1943), all at the scale of 1 inch to I mile
(I:63r360). A detailed map of the French Narrows area by



Davies (1967), and more recent reconnaissance mapping by

Davies (1969, I970) cover parts of the area. The boundaries

of these maps in rel-ation to the boundaries of the present

study area are shown on an index map on }tlap l.



CHAPTER III STRATIGRÀPHY OF THE SUPRACRUSTAL ROCKS

A detailed investigation of the volcanic stratigraphy

of the greenstone-belt sequence was beyond the scope of this

study. The stratigraphy of these rocks was investigated

only to the level necessary to define a workable system of

lithologic units which could be used as a framework within

vrhich to map the structure. Detailed mapping necessary for

stratigraphic analysis would be difficult in this area due

to the }ack of continuous exposure in the west' and intense

development of faults and shear zones in the eastr many of

which developed paral1eI to Iithologic boundaries and caused

repetition or omission of significant parts of the section.

The discussion which follows is intended to provide the

reader with a brief description of the units used in

constructing the accompanying map (I'lap 1).

The supracrustal rocks have been divided into seven

formations' Formation 1 being the oldest and Formation 7 the

youngest. This classification represents a refinement and

extension of the stratigraphy of Suffel (1930)' Thomson

(I936)r ând Fraser (1943). The proposed formation bound-

aries agree closely with lithologic boundaries defined from

detailed measured sections as described by Goodwin (I965) 
'

l{orrice (1974a, 1974b), and Car (I980). Dips throughout the

area are steep to nearly vertical. The apparent thicknesses

of units as shown on Map L are therefore a close approxima-

tion to true thicknesses.
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gÉ Formations

Formation I

This formation is dominantly massive and pillowed mafic

flowsr with minor pyroclastic rocks and cherty metasedimen-

tary rocks (Goodwin' 1965; Davies, L967; Vlilson and

Morrice I L97 Ð. The most complete section is in the south-

eastern part of the area. These rocks can be directly

correlated with the Snake Bay section, described by Morrice

$974ùr on the eastern shore of lfhitef ish Bay, 2km south of

the study area. Formation I is also exPosed southwest of

BIack Lake (Map 1) I and north of Andrew Bay and !{itch Bay'

where it is in contact with the Dryberry batholithr outside

of the map area. An anticline cored with rocks belonging to

Formation 1 crosses the area from east to westr through the

chain of islands between Eastern and !'testern Penninsulas.

Pillowed flows are interlayered with massive flows, and

individual flows range from 5 to 20m in thickness. Textures

and mineralogy are dominantly metamorphict grain size

ranges from fine to mediumr and rocks are equigranular.

Albite has commonly replaced more calcic plagioclase, and

tremolite-actinolite replaced clinopyroxene. Saussuriter

sericite, and epidote are common as alteration products of

plagioclase, and chlorite and ePidote conmonly accompanied

and replaced tremolite-actinolite. Primary ilmenite was

commonly replaced by leucoxene. Accessory magnetite'
pyrite¡ and minor chalcopyrite are present.
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I'torrice (L97 4a) reported that pillows in Formation I

are in general not vesicular, and usualJ-y have 0.5 to lcm

thick selvages (Figure 2). Pil1ow diameter of 50cm or less

is characteristic of Formation 1 throughout the ârêâr and is

useful in distinguishing mafic rocks of this unit from those

of Formation 5, where pillows are larger, highly vesicular,

varioliticn and typically have thicker selvages.

Thin units of tuff and pillow breccia were reported by

Morrice (I974a) in the upper part of the Snake Bay section.

Thin tuffaceous beds and flow-top breccias vrere observed in

this study' but the texture and character of these litholo-
gies v¿as commonly obliterated by deformation. Minor lenses

Figure 2. Pillow str
rocks of Formation I
lack of vesicles and
5cm in diameter.

ucture in mafic volcanic
, Long Point Is1and. Note
thin selvage. Lens cap is

I5



of cherty metasediments (1b) interbedded with basalt flows

rùere mapped by Davies (1967) on Eastern Penninsula' south-

east of French Narrows. Similar cherty beds occur else-

v¡herer either as minor lensesr or filling the interstitial

space between Pillows'

Formation 2

ì:ì Forrnation 2 consists predominantly of coarse to fine

volcanicLastic rocks. Goodwin (1965) and l¡lorrice (1974b)

reported Formation 2 to be dominantly dacitic, with minor

rhyotitic and andesitic units. Dominant lithologies are

fine to coarse tuffaceous sandstones, and conglomerates

v¡hich contain fragments uP to 25cm in diameter. Thinr

pillowed and massive flows 3 to 5m thick occur sParseiy

,throughout the f ornation in the eastern part of the area.

I{here the formation is thickestr in the extreme western part

of the arear uP to 1000n of coarse fragmental rocks are

overlain by up to 2000rn of volcaniclastic sandstones and

,siltstones (l'lorrice I I97 4b). Car (1980) provided an exten'
..

:sive description of the volcanic stratigraphy of rocks of

Fornation 2 in the Queen Island area. In the eastern part
a.

,of the area, the true thickness of Formation 2 is obscured

.bY structural complexity.

,' Formation 2 exhibits considerable textural variability.

'In the extreme west it consists of coarse conglomerates

:grading upwards to thinly bedded siltstones. fn the central
part of the area, massive to thinly bedded, fine tuffaceous
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sandstoneS predominate. Conglomerate is the most common

lithology in the eastern and northern parts of the area.

The conglomeratic beds in all areas comprise both clast-

supported and matrix-supported Lypes. Clasts are dominantly

felsic porphyry' with lesser amounts of intermediate to

nafic lithic fragments. Throughout the area, the conglomer-

ates commonly occur interbedded with fine to coarse tuffs

and tuffaceous sandstones (Figure 3).

Fi gure 3. Interbedded
conglomerates typi
Narrows area" Lens

tuffs and coarse polymictic
caL of Formation 2, Reed
cap is 5cm in diameter.
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Formation 3

In the eastern part of the area, Formation 2 is over-

Iain by a sequence of feldspathic greywackes, felsic volcan-

ic sandstones, and argillites up to 2500m thick (3a).

Bedding ranges from massive beds several meters thick' to 10

to 5Ocm thick graded beds" Sedimentary structures are typi-

cal of turbidite deposits' and include well developed graded

bedding' scour and load structures, and truncaLion struc-

tures. Complete Bouma cycles are rarely observed, but par-

tial sequences can be identified in areas where deformation

is not severe.

The maximum exposed thickness of Formation 3, approxi-

mately 4000mn is in the eastern part of the area, north of

Long Bay. Here the beds are thickest and most massive'

suggestive of proximal facies; whereas thinner, well
graded' more distal beds dominate in the north and west.

Discontinuous lenses of sul-fide and chert-magnetíte iron
fornation (3b) occur in Formation 3 throughout the area, and

are the cause of several prominent magnetic anomalies"

Formation 3 is particularly useful in mapping the

structural- geology of the area because the well bedded

turbidites contain graded beds and sedimentary structures
Ithich provide reliable top indicators. Some particutarly
complex structures (Figures 4 & 5) observed in these rocks,

such as very complex disharmonic folds in iron formation,
are Probably penecontemporaneous soft-sediment structures.
They are commonly not consistent in style or geometry with
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nearby tectonic structuresr ând they commonly occur 1n

restrictedlayersboundedbyundeformedstrata.Structures
af. very similar type and setting have been described by

Williams (1969) and Woodcock (1976) I who interpreted them to

be sIumP features"

Fine- to medium-grained felsic tuffaceous sandstone

þedsincreaseinabundancetowardsthetopoftheformation.
These beds are 5 to 25cm thick' and are interbedded with I

to2mthickbedsoffelsiccrystatandlapillituff.The

occurrenceofthesefelsicunitsmarksthezoneoftransi-
tionfromthegreywacketurbiditesofFormation3tothe
felsic fragmental rocks of Formation 4'

þf,f

Figure 4"
wacke of
or igin'
Lens cap

ComPIex disharmonic
formation 3, ProbablY

=*ãïr island north of
is 5cm in diameter'

folding in greY-
of soft-sedinent
Chisholm Island'
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Figure 5" Complex folding in magnetite-chert iron
formation (3b) 

' lower BIack Lake area. FoIds
are probably of soft-sediment origin. Hammer
is 40cm long.

Formation 4

In the southeastern part of the area, Formation 3 is
overlain by a sequence of felsic volcanicl-astic sandstones

and tuffs (4a) and coarse felsic fragmental rocks (4b).

ThinIy bedded fine sandstones in the lower part of the

formation (Figure 6) are overlain by thickly bedded massive

tuf fs and coarse oligomictic conglomerates. The coarser
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fragmental units contain felsic quartz porphyry fragments up

to 20cm in diameter, and are restricted to the core of the

Long Bay syncline north of Long Balr the Shore Is1and area'

and the area immediately east of Rattrap Lake. The coarse

beds are usually clast-supported¡ v¡ith a matrix of sand-

sized material, and clasts are mainly massive crystal tuff

or quartz or feldspar porphyry.

West of Shore IsIand, Formation 4 thins rapidly. In

the western part of the study area, it consisLs of thin

discontinuous rhyolite flows, rhyolitic agglomerate, massive

fel-sic 1api11i tuffs (4c), and minor epiclastic sandstones.

Figure 6. Fine-grained and weIl bedded feldspa-
thic sandstones (Formation 4a facies), End Lake
area. Similar beds occur in the upper part of
Formation 3. U.S. 25 cent piece for scaIe.
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The character of this unit changes from dominantly

coarse fragmental rocks and interbedded tuffs and sandstones

in the east to thinner tuffaceous units and rhyolite flows

in the wesL. In the eastern half of the area a similar

change occurs from south to north. The 4a facies charac-

terizes the band of Formation 4 along the northern margin of

the Loon Lake pluton¿ ând coarse conglomerate beds are not

common anywhere to the north of the axial- trace of the Black

River anticline, except Iocally in the area of Rattrap Lake.

Formation 5

Formation 5 is primarily pillowed mafic flows (Figure

7), interbedded with mafic pyroclastic rocks and pi11ow

breccias. The pillows differ markedly from those of Forma-

tion I (Figure 2) in that they are larger (up to 1.5m in
diameter), vesicular, and commonly variolitic. SeJ-vages are

commonly several centimeters thick and cherty material is
common in the interstices between piIlows. The tuffaceous

interbeds consist of ash- to 1api1li-sized fragments (Figure

B)' and they commonly contain fragments of disrupted pi1-
lows. Formation 5 is the lower unit of the upper seguence

in the Lake of the !,toods region described by Goodwin (1965).

Formations 5,6, and 7 occur onty within the core of a najor
syncline in the western half of the area.



Figure 7. Latgê, vesicular pillows of Formation
5t east of Brittania fsl-and. Note the contrast
between these and the small massive pillows in
Figure 2. Hammer is 35cm Iong"

Figure 8. Bedded mafic pyroclastic material,
Formation 5, interbedded with flows shown in
Figure 7 at same location. Hammer is 35cm
long.
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Formation 6

Formation 5 is loca1ly overlain by a turbidite unit of

massive to thinly bedded greywackes and argillites that is
simiLar in lithology and composition to Formation 3, and

also contains sedimentary structures simil-ar to those found

in Formation 3. Formation 6 is locaIly more chloritic than

Formation 3, possibly reflecting derivation from a more

mafic-dominated source area. Although exposure is poor and

restricted largely to islands, Formation 6, which has a

minimum thickness of 200 to 300m in the area of Ferrier

Island' appears to thicken to 1km or more westward toward

Í{estern Penninsul-a. The occurrence of Formation 6 is
localízed¡ it intertongues and appears to have been depos-

ited contemporaneousJ-y with Formation 7.

Formation 7

The uppermost stratigraphic unit exposed in the area is
a sequence of intermediate to felsic, thick massive tuffs,
bedded tuffaceous sedimentsr and coarse conglomeratic units,
similar in character to Formation 2. Formation 7 reaches a

maximum thickness of nearly 2km in the western part of the

area. Goodwin (I965) reported the overall composition as

dacitic, al-though the abundance of chlorite in the matrix,
and zones of up to 25 percent mafic clasts give the impres-

sion of a more mafic composition. The volcaniclastic rocks

of Formation 7 intertongue with the greywackes of Formation

6, suggesting periodic influx of volcanic material into the
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turbidite sedimentary environment. 14inor rhyolite flows

0ù and associated agglomerates and tuffs occur locally in

the western half of the area. These rocks are very similar

in appearance to the rhyolites of Formation 4c.

Minor fntrusive Rocks

tlinor intrusions occur throughout the stratigraphic

section. These intrusions include minor mafic to ultramafic

dikes and sil1s associated with the mafic volcanic rocks of

Formations I and 5' ubiquitous quartz and feldspar porphyry

dikes which occur throughout the section, and minor dikes

and plugs of granite. Gabbro sills are typically intruded

into the basalt flows of Formation 1. These gabbros are

homogeneous and average 5 to 20m in thickness. Some gabbro

sills contain strongly saussuritized plagioclase phenocrysts

up to Scm in length, whereas others contain clots of altered

plagioclase of similar size. Itlorrice (1974a) referred to

these gabbros as "leopard rock', and they appear to be a

distinctive lithology occurring only in Formation 1.

Layered gabbro sills up to 150m thick and continuous for

several kilometers occur in rocks of Formations I and 2

along the northern margin of the Aulneau batholithr ârd

along Andrew Bay. All minor intrusions' except for the

northwest-trending late diabase dikesr show the same degree

of deformation as the surrounding country rocks, suggesting

that they vrere emplaced and deformed contemporaneously with

the volcanic-sedimentary sequence.



Stratigraphic Relationships

Relationships among the various formations have been

obscured by tectonism throughout much of the ârêâr but some

general observations were made. The base and total thick-

ness of Formation I is not known' as this unit is always in

intrusive contact with one of the granitic plutons. Forma-

tions 2 and 3 are generally in structural contact with

Formation 1' although either unit may be in stratigraphic

contact, as seen in the area north of the Black River and

east of the Loon Lake pluton. Formations 2 and 3 IocaIIy

appear to intertongue. The contact between Formations 3 and

4 is gradational, with considerable interbedding of 4a

facies with Formation 3 turbidites in the eastern part of

the area.

The contact of the upper sequence (Formations 5' 6, and

7) with lower rocks is poorly exposed and often faulted.

Formation 5 locally overl-ies Formations 2' 3, and 4 with no

indication of a major angular unconformity. Formations 6

and 7 overlie Formation 5' and the rhyolite (7a) Iocally
overlies Formation 5 mafic rocks in the west. Formations 6

and 7 intertongue in a similar fashion as Formations 2 and

3, and probably indicate contemporaneous locaI deposition of

turbidite and explosive volcanism. The 7a rhyolite is
similar in appearance to 4c, and both may be the product of

continued rhyolite extrusion in the western part of the

ar ea.

lvhile not studied in detail, the general impression
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given by these units and their relationships is that of a

dominantly subaqueous environment receiving conLributions

from various local sources. The resul-t is a complex inter-

fingering of diverse lithologiesr many of which are Iateral

equivalents in a time-stratigraphic sense.
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CHAPTER IV - CO},IPOSTTION AND INTERNAL STRUCTURE

OF THE GRANITIC PLUTONS

The }arge and smal1 granitic plutons are major struc-

tural features of the study area. The Dryberry batholith

borders the area to the north and east' and the Aulneau

bathol-ith borders the area to the south. SmaIler plutons

which are within the area include the Red Ctiff Bay pluton,

the Loon Lake pluton, and the Squirrel Lake pluton (Map 1)"

The large batholiths are complex, consisting of many sepa-

rate intrusive phases. The smalI plutons are simple, con-

sisting of I to 2 phases. The early phases of the batho-

liths are commonly gneissic. The dominant fabric in all of

the plutons is a foliation (Sp) defined by the alignment of

platy minerals.

Aulneau Batholith
The Aulneau batholith is a large oval-shaped bodyr v¡ith

an areal extent of 1250 square kilometers. It is complex¡

consisting of as many as 20 mappable phases, which Ziehl-ke

(I974) divided into an early groupr ân intermediate groüpr

and a late group, based on crosscutting relationships
observed in the field. The early phases consist of diorite
and trondhjemite, both of which commonly have a pronounced

gneissic layering. The intermediate and later phases are

rnore granodioriticr with the ratest phase being a pink to
grey porphyritic granodiorite.
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The dominant fabric is a foliation (sp) defined by the

alignment of platy and tabular mineral grainsr which Ziehlke

Ã974) attributed to a combination of primary flow during

intrusion and subsequent deformation and recrystallization

of early phases during the intrusion of Iater phases.

Ziehlke (I974) also described the texture of strongly

foliated rocks from near the margins of the batholith as

being recrystallized cataclastic rocks. The Sn foliation
pattern as mapped by Ziehlke Ã974), (Figure 9), is remark-

ably consistent. The early phasesr which occupy the western

part of the batholith, have a cornplex pattern of Sp fotia-
tion and gneissic layering. The location of the late grano-

diorite phase is marked by the kidney-shaped foliation pat-

tern in the northeastern part of the batholith (Figure 9).

The Sn foliation generally dips steeply (60o to vertical),
and al-though the internal pattern of Sp foliation is localIy
complex, S. as well- as gneissic layering become parallel toY

the pluton contact within several tens to hundreds of meters

of the contact. There is no evidence of other foliations
cutting the contact zone or being imposed on the rocks of

the interior of the batholith. The contact of the batholith
dips steeplyr vârying within 5 to 10 degrees of vertical.
Structural trends of bedding and foliation within country
rocks adjacent to the batholith are parallel to the contact,

and to the internal foliation at the contact.

A gravity study by Brisbin and Green (1980), and

seismic reflection study by Green and others (I97
a

8)
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Figure 9. SD foliation pattern within the Aulneau
batholitñ. Trend Iines indicate strike of
foliation; dips are locaI averages. Late
porphyritic granodiorite phase occurs in
northeastern part of batholith. Data from
Z i ehl ke (L97 4) .
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indicated that Èhe Aulneau batholith is a tabular body 4.5

to 7.Okm Lhick, with two prominent plugs extending to a

depth of 11 to l2km.

DryberrY Batholith

The Dryberry batholith is a large granitic complex'

only a small part of which is in the study area. The maps

of Goodwin (1965) and Blackburn (1981) show the Dryberry

batholith as a large amoeboid body, with branches extending

to the eastr westr âDd south. The branch which extends to

the south and into the eastern part of the study area is

roughly half the size of the Aulneau batholith. The

Dryberry batholith has not been napped in detailr and little

is known of its internal structure and composition. Surveys

which have covered parts of the Dryberry batholith north of

the study area suggest the presence of several phases' and a

complex structure similar to the Aulneau batholith. Suffel
(1930) reported many types of granitic rocks' ranging fron
gneissic to massive in structure, and from diorite to grano-

diorite in composition. Trowell and others (1980) found

biotite-hornblende monzodiorite intruded by both trondhje-

mite and a later granodiorite phase in the area north of

Gibi Lake. Reconnaissance along Highway 7I during the

present study found that much of the Dryberry batholith

north of the study area consisted of massive to gneissic

granitoid rocks similar to the early phases of the Àulneau

bathol i th .
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That part of the Dryberry batholith which is in the map

area was examined in a north-south reconnaissance traverse

by Ziehlke (1975b), and new road cuts made during resurfac-

ing of Highway 71 were examined by the author in I974 and

L975. This part of the batholith appears to be simpler in

structure and composition than that to the north¡ ând is

dominantly massive to foliated, weakly porphyritic granodi-

orite. Minor phasesr which form less than 20 percent of the

pluton' include pink to red granodiorite, and porphyritic
grey granodiorite. Ziehlke (1975b) concluded that this
portion of the Dryberry batholith was very similar in compo-

sition and texture to the late granodiorite phase of the

northeastern part of the Aulneau batholith.
The internal structure of the Dryberry batholith in the

study area is poorly known. Ziehlke (1975b) reported a weak

foliationr ând mapping near BIack Lake during the present

study identified a foliation (sp) defined by dimensional
orientation of biotite and potassic feldspar phenocrysts,

which became more pronounced near the contact of the batho-

lith. This foliation was paratlel to the contact with the

country rocks at the pluton margin, as in the case of the

Aulneau batholith" Rocks of the marginal zone of the
Dryberry bathotith also have textures which suggest catacra-
sis and intense strain. A parallel relationship among

int.ernal foliationr the contact surfâc€r and foliation in
country rocks adjacent to the contact was noted wherever the
contact vras observed. As in the case of the Aurneau, no
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foliation vras observed to pass from the Dryberry batholith

into the country rocksr €xc€pt for cataclastic zones asso-

ciated with post-intrusive faulting.

The Smaller Plutons

The Red CIiff Bayr Loon Laker ând Squirrel Lake plutons

are simpler in composition and internal structure than the

large batholiths. Where examined, these roughly circular

smaller plutons consisted of locally porphyritic granodi-

orite that is similar to the late porphyritic aranodiorite
phases of the Aulneau batholith' and of the Dryberry batho-

Iith east of the area (D.V. Ziehlke, pers. comm.).

Although the smaller plutons were not mapped in detailr

data coIlecÈed near the margins and on reconnaissance

traverses suggest that the internal (Sp) foliation pattern

of the smaller plutons is similar to that of the large

batholiths in that it is roughly concentric, paralle1 to the

contact, dips steeplyr and increases in intensity toward

pluton contacts (Map 1). Occasional small xenoliths'

dominantly of mafic voLcanic rocks, are presentr and their

Iong dimension is in the plane of Sp.

As in the case of the batholiths, the contacts are

sharpr and their dip ranges from steeply inward to vertical.

The smaller plutons also show no later tectonic fabrics

cutting their contact zones t ot overprinting their internal

foliation.
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Common Characteristics and Probable Emplacement Mechanism

Although the large batholiths consist of many differenL

phases and the smaller plutons of one or two phases, a

possible relationship is suggested by the similarity of the

porphyritic granodiorite of the smaller plutons with the

latest phases of the major batholiths. within the large

batholiths' the intrusive sequence as interpreted from

crosscutting relationships suggests that the granodioritic

phases were the last to be emplaced. Although no detailed

chemical studies have been done' the petrographic similarity

of the smaller plutons, the southern part of the Dryberry

batholith' and the late phases of the Aulneau bathoLith
suggests that these rocks may be genetically related.

The absence of imposed foliations crossing contacts

suggests that neither the large complex batholiths nor the

smal1 plutons were overprinted by regional or loca1 deforma-

tional fabrics after emplacement¡ except for loca1 faulting.
Characteristics common to all plutonSr such as circular to

oval shape, roughly concentric internal foliation patternsr

increase in intensity of foliation, and evidence of cata-
clasis near the contacts, strongly suggest diapirism as a

Possible mechanism of emplacement (Stephansson , I977).

Mechanism of emplacement wiIl be discussed further after the

metamorhpi sm and structure of the country rocks are

exanined.
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CHAPTER V - METAMORPHISM - GENERAL ASPECTS

Two distinct metamorphic events have been identified in

the supracrustal rocks of the area. The first metamorphic

event, M1' Produced lower greenschist facies assemblages

throughout the area. The second event, MZ, produced loca1-

ized amphibolite to hornblende-hornfels facies contact meta-

morphism around the granitic plutons.

Regional Metamorphism (MI)

The effects of the MI metamorphism are best observed in
areas away from the contacts of major plutons. Morrice
(I974b) reported that primary textures in mafic volcanic
rocks in the extreme western part of the area were recog-

nizable' but primary minerals such as augite and labradorite

were extremely rare. In mafic rocks, primary pyroxene is
replaced by actinolite-tremoliter and calcic plagioclase by

albite, epidote, and carbonate. Chlorite normally replaced

primary amphibole in mafic and intermediate rocks. Grey-

wackesr argillites and fine-grained tuffaceous rocks common-

Iy contain sericite. These same mineral assemblagêsr typi-
ca1 of the lower greenschist faciesr vr€rê reported from the

v¡estern part of the area by Goodwin (1965) and Car (1980).

RecrystaLJ-ízation fabrics produced during the M1

regional metamorphic phase are indistinguishable from the S1

fabricr which is the axial planar foliation related to the
earriest fording event (Fr). Examination of several hundred
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thin sections and hand samples in this study produced no

evidence suggesting that the M1 recrystallization fabric

crosscut t ot was in any other way different from, the fabric

(S1) associated with the earliest deformational event (D1) '
and vice versa. This relationship will be discussed in more

detail in the description of the D1 deformation. The wide-

spread distribution of greenschist facies mineralogy

throughout the Lake of the üIoods (Goodwin, 1965; Morrice,

I974a, 1974b, 1975)r âDd the Wabigoon Subprovince in general

(Goodwin' 1965) ' suggests that M1 was a regional metamorphic

event.

Contact Metamorphism (M^I

The Þ12 contact metamorphism is normally developed in an

aureole I to 2km wide surrounding the granitic plutons
(Figure 10). In general' the zone containing amphibolite
and hornfels facies mineralogies and textures is less than

lkm wide around the major batholiths. Rocks of this zone

are extensively recrystallizedr âDd earlier primary and

tectonic fabrics are obliterated by a strong foliation,
often a schistosity, developed paralIeI to the pluton
contact. A lower-grade zone, up to lkn wide, marked by the

growth of porphyroblastic biotite and the recrystallization
of quartz, occurs outside the high-grade zone. A similar
lower-grade zone covers much of the central part of Eastern

Penninsul-a, along the axi s def ined by the Red CI if f Bayr

Loon Laker ând Squirrel Lake plutons (Figure 10). This zone
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Figure 10. 142 metamorphic zonation based on field observations and reconnaissance
thin section study. Inner line (hatchured) marks approxirnate limit of t42 amphibo-
lite and hornfels facies assemblages. Outer line (dashed) marks approximate limit
of detectable l4Z recrystallization. AB denotes Aulneau batholith; R, Red Cliff
Bay pluton; LL, Loon Lake pluton; S, Squirrel Lake pluton; DB, Dryberry
bathol i th.
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contains greenschist facies minerals, but the higher degree

of recrystallization and presence of thermal metamorphic

textures, such as mosaic quartz and strain-free biotiter

identifies this zone as a contact metamorphic overprint on

the regional It{1 metamorphic and D1 tectonic fabrics.

The best developed 142 assemblages occur in the grey-

wackes and argillites of Formation 3. Metamorphic minerals

present in these rocks include biotite' muscovite, garnet'

sitlimaniter andalusite, stauroliter and chloritoid.

The metamorphic mineral assemblages and textures of the

greywackes and argill-ites of Formation 3 provide the most

information on the nature and timing of the M2 metamorphism;

particularly good examples occur near the contact of the

Dryberry batholith in the area southwest of BIack Lake.

Textural relationships suggest three stages of netamorphic

mineral growth. Garnets from within 200 to 300m of the

contact of the Dryberry batholith commonly have an anhed'ral

core in which inclusion trails occasionally form Spira1 or

sigmoidal patterns (Figure 11). This core is commonly over-

grown by a relatively inclusion-free subhedral to euhedral

outer rim. This texture suggests an early growth stage

during which rotationat movement took place, followed by a

later stage of static growth. A sinilar overgrowth rela-

tionship was noted in a few grains of staurolite within

0.5km of the contact of the Dryberry batholithr also in the

area southwest of Black Lake. In this arêâr and in the Bug

Lake area to the north, garnets commonly have an internal
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f.abrLc, defined by inclusion trails' which is at an angle to

the external fabric.

Sillimaniter andalusite' and chloritoid apparently grew

during the time of static recrystallization. Fibrous aggre-

gates of sillimanite occur sparsely within 100 to 200m of

the pluton contacts. Large anhedral porphyroblasts of anda-

lusite, such as the example shown j.n Figure 12, occur up to

200m from the contact, and have overgrown the preexisting

fabric, which remains visible as trails of inclusions. The

andalusites are commonly partially replaced by retrograde

sericite (Figure 12). Chloritoid occurs most commonly as a

retrograde mineral growing across the fabric and replacing

staurolite (Figure 13). In rare cas€sr chloritoid appears

to be a prograde porphyroblastic mineral- in fine-grained

argillites' where it appears as scattered crystals and

aggregates (Figure 14).

Textures within the aureoles suggest that recrystalli-
zation' and growth of garnet, stauroliter andalusite and

chloritoid occurred after the development of the strong
planar fabric typical of rocks near the pluton contacts.
The cores of garnets described above may be an exception.
The fine sericite-quartz-feldspar matrix characteristic of
rocks outside the 142 aureoles is recrystallized to coarse

micas. Rock fragments and mineral grains are replaced by

polygonal aggregates of strain-free quartz and feldspar
(Figure I5). Minor folds and crenutations are commonly

overgrown by strain-free recrystallization textures. There
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is typically no evidence of kinked micas or strained quartz

in the nose or on the limbs of these minor folds (Figures 16

and 17), suggesting that a period of static mineral growth

followed the deformation which produced the tectonic fabrics

in the rocks surrounding the plutons.

The term Sr was used in mapping to designate the

schistose fabric commonly produced by static recrystalliza-

tion within the 142 aureoles. Sr is commonly a coarse

mimetic recrystallization which is imposed on the cataclas-

tíc fabric of the immediate contact zonet and may partly or

conpletely obscure the character of earlier tectonic fabrics

within the aureole.

Figure 11.
showing
hedral
Crossed

Garnet meta-argillite of Formation 3
spiral textured core overgrovJn by sub-
inclusion-free rim' Black Lake area.
nicols. Magnif ication is ¡¡f Q. r- .smm
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Figure 12. Andalusite (grey mineral at top of
photo) partially replaced by sericite, from
Formation 3 meta-argillite south of BIack Lake.
Crossed nicols. Magnif ication is ¡f Q. 

-.s 

mm

Figure 13. Chloritoid (bladed mineral' top cen-
ter), and euhedral staurolite (center left) in
meta-argillite of Formation 3' Black Lake area.
Crossed nicols. Magnification is ¡¡fQ. 
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Figure 14. Porphyroblastic chloritoid in blackslate of Formation 3t Red CIiff Bay area.
Crossed nicols. Magnif ication is ¡!9.-.5¡¡¡

Sr schistosity from recrystallization
of 52" catãclastic fabric in meta:greywacke ofFormation 3, Black Lake ârea- CrossÁ¡ì nir.o'tqFormation 3, B1ack Lake area. Crossed nicols.
tilagnification is ¡fQ. 

-.smm

Figure 15.
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Figure 16. Sr schistosity in meta-argillite of
Formation 3. Strain-free recrystallization
fabric overprinting a minor l2 crenulation
f old, Graphic Lake area. Crossed nicols. l,lag-
nif ication is x20. 

-5mm

Figure 17. PolygonaI recrystaLLízation fabric
(Sr) overgrowing minor E2 crenulation folds in
amþfribolite of Formatio-n 1, east of Bug Lake.
Crossed nicols. Magnification is x20. 

-.smm
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Summary PÍ Metamorphism

Two distinct metamorphic events affected the area. The

first was a regional greenschist facies metamorphism' the

second a Localized contact metamorphism directly associated

with the granitic plutons. Textural relationships suggest

that the growth of IvlI minerals accompanied an early regional

deformational event. t"l2 textural relationships and para-

genesis are more complex' and they suggest a possible rela-

tionship between early 142 mineral- growth and def ormation of

the country rocks adjacent to pluton contacts. This rela-

tionship will be further developed in the discussion of

structural- geology, but several gener alízations can be made

at this point: 1) early 142 minerals probably grew under

dynamic conditions followed by a period of static growth;

2l late ll2 mineral-s such as andalusite grew statically'

overprinting tectonic fabrics' which impJ-ies that the peak

of Lhermal metamorphism fol-1owed the peak of tectonic defor-

nation in these rocks; 3) MZ was fotlowed by retrograde

metamorphism in which some amphibolite-facies minerals were

replaced, such as andalusite by sericite, and amphibole by

chlori te.
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CHAPTER VI DESCRIPTIVE STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

OF THE SUPRÀCRUSTAL ROCKS

Tectonic structures mapped in the area include foIds,

faults, and a complex variety of associated planar and

linear fabrics. On the basis of field relationships and the

observed sequence of development, these structural elements

have been grouped to define four deformational events. Dl

produced shallowly plunging, isoclinal, upright folds of re-
gional extentr which cross the study area from east to west

and continue beyond its boundaries. D2 vras a complex defor-

mational event, characterized by open to isoclinalr steeply

plunging folds and a complex pattern of faul_ts, both of
which are most intensely developed around the granitic plu-

tons in the eastern part of the area. D3 Produced no major

structures, but resulted in kink bands and chevron folds
throughout the area, which overprint all earlier structures.
D4 produced major fault zones of regional extent.

D1 Structures

Dl structures inctude F1 fo1ds, 51 foliation and L1

rineation. s1 is a pervasive foriation defined by preferred
dimensional orientation of primary grains and clasts, and

the alignment of metamorphic minerals which grevr under
greenschist f acies conditions (l'{l). s1 is pararler to the
axial surface of Fl foIds. L1 is a variably developed

Iineation defined by the long axis of deformed clasts,
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prinarY

mineral

Part of

mineral grains' and to a lesser extent metamorphic

s. D1 structures are best observed in the western

the area' where D2 deformation was least intense.

F1 Folds

The FI folding produced major folds which cross the

area from east to west. These folds v/ere identified by

Lai{son (1885) ' Thomson (1936) and Fraser (1943) on the basis

of top reversals and the distribution of major lithologic

units. The many new top indicators found in this study'

primarily pillows in mafic flows of Formations I and 5 and

graded bedding in turbidites of Formations 3 and 6, con-

firmed and further defined these fotds (Figure 18; Map 1).

F1 folds are regional features' and their axial traces can

be followed beyond the boundaries of the area (Goodwinr

1965i Davies, 1969, 1970¡ Blackburn' 1981). Three major

F1 fold axial surfaces cross the area. These ârê¡ from

north to south, the lVitch Bay syncline' the Black River

anticliner ând the Long Bay syncline (Figure 18; Map 1).

the steep dip of the primary layering (S6), (Figure 22),

suggests that F1 folds are isoclinal' upright (with axial
surfaces varying only 5 to 10 degrees from vertical) ' and

that their axes are nearly horizontal, except where

reoriented locafly by later deformation. S1 is developed

Paral1el to F1 axial surfaces (Figures 19' 20,2I, t' 22),

and L1 lies in the plane of 51 and plunges steeply (general-

Iy 80o to vertical).
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Figure 18. Map shov¡ing location of major F1 ford axial traces, and generar striketrends of st foriation. Dips of s1 are generarly steepr 70o or greater (see Map1). w denotes witch Bay syncline; B, Black River antÍcline; and L, Long Baysyncline' 1 denotes location of Fl minor folds shown in Figures 19 and 20. 2denotes location of Fl minor folds Jho"n in Figures 24 and 25.
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amples of Ft minor folds are rare. lrlhere observed,

minor folds are higher order structures developed on the

linbs of major Fl folds, and they have the same relationship

to 51 and L1 as do the macroscopic folds (Figures 2I e 22).

fhe scarcity of F1 minor folds reflects both the nature of

the F1 folding and the nature of the primary layering within

the greenstone sequence. Observed minor FL folds occur in

turbidites of Formations 3 and 6' and in other lithologies

r¡here bedding is well defined' as in tuffs and siltstones of

Formations 2 and 4. Although noses are rarely seen' abun-

dant top reversals over distances of several- meters to tens

of meters suggest that minor Fl fo1ds are abundant in the

turbidite units. In flexural folding of a multilayer

sequence consisting of massive thick-bedded unitsr ênd thin-

bedded units with varying competencies' higher order folds

tend to form preferentially in the thin-bedded lithologies
(Rambergr 1964), while thick massive unitsr such as Forma-

tions I and 5, are folded into broad anticlines and syn-

clines. These observations suggest that the initial stages

of F1 folding probably involved flexure in response to

north-south compression.

Minor Fl folds commonly have the profile of a similar
fold (Figures 19, 20, 24, & 25). The similar profile and

penetrative SI axial planar foliation suggest that F1 foldsr
although they apparently originated as flexuresr w€r€ proba-

bly subjected to strain imposed by continued north-south
compression, which modified the original concentric shape of
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the folds (Ramsâ!r 1967 ) and steepened the plunge of minor

folds (Figure 22D) -

51 Foliation

The 51 foliation is defined by both a preferred dimen-

sional orientation of clasts and detrital mineral grains,

and the growth of greenschist facies metamorphic minerals.

In coarse clastic rocksr such ês those of Formations 2, 4,

and 7, Sl is marked by the plane containing the maximum and

intermediate dimensional axes of deformed clasts (Figures 2I

e 26). l{hen matrix is present, SI is defined by platy
mineralst cemmonly muscovite (sericite) or chlorite. In

more massive rocks, such as the flows of Formations I and 5,

tuffs of Formations 2 and 4, and minor intrusive rocks such

as gabbros' ultramafic rocks and porphyries¡ S1 is defined
by preferred orientation of metamorphic amphibole, chlorite,
or mica. In the greywackes and fine tuffaceous and epiclas-
tic rocks of Formations 2t 3r 4, and 6, SI is defined by

preferred dimensional orientation of clastic Arains and

netamorphic minerals (Figure 23). In argillaceous beds Sl

is generally a true slaty cleavage, and in fine-grained
rocks poor in phyllosilicates, Sl is commonly a spaced

cleavage or nfracture cleavage" (Figure 2Ð.

Because F1 folding vras isoclinalr 51 is generally
observed to be paral1el to depositional layering (Sg), ex-
cept in the nose zones of F1 folds (Figures 20, 22, & 24).
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Figure 19. Minor F.r fold in greywacke
of Formation 3, Reed Narrows area,
of Figure 18). Hammer ís 35cm long.

tur bi di te s(LocaIity I

Figure 20. Closeup
Figure 19. S1 is
and is def i nel by
fine-grained bed.

of nose of minor Fl fold in
parallel to the axiaI surface
slaty cleavages in the dark
Lens cap is 5cm in diameter.



Figure 2I. Diagram showing general relationship
among DI structures. The axes of Ft folds are
generally subhorízontal to very shal1owly
plunging. 51 is parallel to the axial surface'
and L1 lies within the plane of 51 and plunges
steeply, generally 75o to vertical-.
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Figure 22. D1 structural data from western half
of map area (west of Fog Island fault zone).
Diagrarns are lower hemisphere equal area plots.

A. 135 poles to SI, contours are 1r 10, 20,
and 30 percent.

B. 5 Ft minor fold axes

C. 139 poles to S0, contours are l, 10, 20,
and 25 percenL. Peripheral girdle caused
by 12.

D. 10 L1 lineations.
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Figure 23. 51 foliation defined by the orienta-tion of micas and the rong dimension of mineralgrains in greywacke of Formation 3r southwestof Bl-ack Lake, magnification is ¡!Q. 

-.smm

Figure 24. Minor F1 fold in thinly bedded
ic siltstone of -Formation 2, western
map area (Locality 2 of Figure 1B). 51 cleav-
?ge is paralleI to axial surface. Len*s cap is
5cm in diameter.

volcan-
part of
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Figure 25. Nose of F1 minor fold from Locality 2
of Figure 18, in tuff of Formation 4a. Note
apparent offset on S1r probably indicative of
soLution. Canadian quarter for scale.



L1 Lineation

The L1 lineation is most commonly defined by the maxi-

mum elongation of deformed cl-asts in fragmental rocks

(Figure 26), and by the long axis of deformed piIlows.

Common axial ratios observed are 1.5 to 1 in horizontal

section and 2.5 to 1 in vertical section. L1 can only be

ídentified with certainty in areas where later deformation

was not intense, because D2 strain commonly enhanced and

reoriented LI. L1 lies in the plane of S1 and plunges

steeply (Figures 2I, 22, & 26). L1 mineral lineation is

rare because of the weak recrysta:-.:--ization which occurred

under the greenschist facies metamorphic conditions at the

time of D1.

Figure 26. Contact of
rocks of Formation
of Ol-iver Island.
para11e1 to pencil,

coarse and fine
2 on limb of FI
Long dimension
defines L1.

fragmental
foldr vJêst
of clasts'
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Character of the Dl Deformation

The shallow plunge and general east-northeast orienta-

tion of axial surfaces of FI folds throughout the study

ãÍêãt and nuch of the region, suggest folding in response to

roughly north-south compression. The preferential develop-

ment of minor FI folds in l-ithologies with prominent bedding

suggests that F1 folding may have initially been flexural.

The isoclinal nature of Fl folding throughout the region

(Goodwin' 1965) suggests that DI may have produced signifi-

cant north-south shortening across the greenstone belt. The

tendency of F1 fold profiles to approach ideal similar fold

shape, Class II of Ramsay (1967) 
' suggests that plastic flow

was an important process in the later evolution of these

fo1ds. The penetrative Sl foliation is parallel to the

axial surfaces of F1 foLdsr âIìd formed under greenschist

facies metamorphic conditions. The steeply plunging LI

lineation indicates that the axis of maximum elongation of

the finite strain for Dl $ras nearly verticalr normal to the

hinge of the F1 fo1ds. This geometry is common in this type

of folding (Ramsay, 1967; Hobbs and others, I976).

At the end of the D1 deformational phase the rocks of

the area had a strong vertical planar structural grain,

resulting from the isoclinal folding of S0, and the penetra-

tive SI foliation.
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Eg Structures

D2 structures occur throughout the study arear but D2

deformation is most intense in the eastern half. The D2

defornation produced folds (F2) which fold 56 and SI, and a

complex pattern of faul-ts and shear zones. The contempora-

neity of folding and brittle to semi-brittle defornation in

Ð2 resulted in a complex array of interrelated structuresr

suggesting a complex strain histôry during this event.

Minor F2 folds, 32 axial planar foliation, and L2 lineation

are associated with steeply plunging macroscopic E2 fo1ds.

gther ninor F2 folds of similar morphology but variable

orÍentation' as well as a cataclastic foliation (S2"), a

Iineation $,2.), and a 1ocaIly developed differentiated

crenulation cleavage (S2"), are closely associated with the

D2 faults and shear zones.

The complexity and significance of the D2 event are

dealt with in detail in Chapter VII. The following discus-

sion is intended to define and briefly describe the various

D2 structural elements. Temporal and geometric relation-
ships within D2r and strain history vri1l be further devel-
oped in Chapter VII. References to figures in Chapter VII
are included below in order to give the reader access to
more complete descriptive and orientational data.

F2 Folds

All F2 folds formed at roughly the same time in the

deformational historlr but the E2 folds as a group can be
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divided into two distinct subgroups of different origin.

One group of F2 folds includes the major folds shown on l,lap

1 and Figure 2'1, and associated higher order minor fo1ds.

The other group includes minor fol-ds and crenulations with

various orientations and relative ages, developed within D2

fault zones. The latter group will be discussed in more

detail in the description of the D2 faults and shear zones,

and geometric data are presented in Chapter VII.

The axial surfaces of macroscopic F2 folds are general-

Iy oriented north-south' at high angle to the strike of the

FI axial surfaces (Figure 27¡ Map 1). F2 folds vary from

open to nearly isoclinal (Figure 83)' and commonly are

disharmonic structures in which tightness of folding

decreases along the axial surface. These folds commonly die

out at a particular stratigraphic horizon' usually a D2

fault zone developed Parallel to SgSl (Map 1; Figure 32).

Major F2 folds are interpreted to be steeply plungÍng with

nearly vertical axial surfaces' based on minor folds which

occur as higher order structures on the limbs and in the

fold cores (Figures 27, 82, c 83). As in the case of F1

fo1ds, Írinor higher order folds are best developed in well
Iayered lithologies.

Minor folds related to the major E2 structures consis-

tently have the same steep plunger but show considerable
variability in shape depending on rock type and local
strain. Shape ranges from open and concentric (Figures 28 &

29), to tight with a nearly similar profile (Figs.30 & 31).
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Figure 27. Diagram showing location of major FZ axial surfaces in relation to F1

axial traces and the granitic plutons (For more detail see l,lap 1). AB denotes
Aulneau batholithi Rr Red Ctiff Aay plutoni Sr Squirrel Lake pluton; LL' Loon
Lake pluton; and DB, Dryberry batholith.
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Figure 28. Refraction of S) from fine argitlite
beds (dark) to coarser sãnd/si1t beds (light)
of Formation 3' on limb of open F2 fold (axial
surface to right) , Mi st Inlet area. Note
offset of folded layer near crest. Lens cap is
5cm in dianeter.

Figure 29.
Formation
cap is 5cm

Þlinot Et folds in bedded tuff of
7, area w-est of Ferrier rsland. Lens
in diameter.
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Figure 30. E-2 fold. showing relationship of S¡ru_À.E -Jv. "2 J.ore. SnoV¡Ing f elat]-OnShIp Of Sn(1ight bed)-, S1 (dark elongate clots withiHlight cofored bèd) and s? (iertical striationsvisible in dark bed in ufrper Ieft). Formation3, souLh of Black Lake. -nlte is l6cm long.

Figure 31. Nose of minor F2 fold.to compositional bandingl SZ isparal-1el to penciì., Formaiion
area

51 is paralle1
spaced cleavage
3, Mist InIet
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Concentric and open minor folds are common where major F2

folds are openr âDd profiles approaching similar (C1ass II

of Ramsâlr 1967 ) are common in the cores and nose zones of

disharmonic major F2 folds. Occasionally, minor F2 folds

have the same disharmonic character as major E2 folds, in
which fold tightness decreases along the axial surface and

is cut off along a minor D2 fault zone (Figure 3Ð.

F2 folds are easily distinguished from FI folds by the

nature of their axial- planar foliations. Because S1 is a

penetrative fabric common to all rock typesr refolding of 51

results in a distinct SZ crenulation cleavage, which is
commonly obvious. In any caser ân angular discordance

between Sl and 52 ís usually visible in hand sampler and

always apparent in thin section.

S2 Cleavage

52 refers to the axial planar cleavage or foliation
associated with all F2 folds. s2 is typically a crenulation
cleavage defined by the axial surfaces of microfolds of an

earlier planar fabric. This earlier fabric is nost commonly

51, but can also be S2" cataclastic foliation in the minor

E2 folds which are developed in D2 fault zones. In massive

rock types, such as flows and thickly bedded tuffs and

sediments which are poor in phyllosilicates, S2 is typically
a spaced "fracturen cleavage. This cleavage may be a true
fracture cleavage, defined by fractures spaced several mil-
Iimeters to centimeters apart, or it may be a solution
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Figure 32. Disharmonic minor E2 fold in tuff of
Formation 2. Style is typical of major F2.
Note refolded FI axial surfaces' S0¡ and 51. 32

is a crenulation cleavage, defined by the axial
surfaces of microfolds of SI' which are paralle1
to the axial surfaces of the mesoscopic Ez
fo1ds. Lens cap is 5cm in diameter.
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cleavage(Gray'1977Òdefinedbyfracture-likeplanesalong
whichpressure-solutionhastakenplace.Theformerismore
commoninrnaficftowsofFormationsland5'whereasthe
latter,whichisonlyidentifiableinthinsection,ismore
commoninmassivegreywackesandepiclasticsandstonesof
Formations 2' 3t 4t 6' and 7

Typical examples of S 2 cleavages are shown in Figures

33 through 35' The morphology of s2 is controlled by the

natureoftheinheritedfabricbeingfolded,thelocal

intensityofD2deformationlandthelocationinrelationto
the lÎ12 metamorphic aureoles which surround the granitic

ptutons (Figure 83)' Using the classification of Gray

Ã977a), SZ in argillaceous beds of Formation 3 commonly

variesfromazonalcleavage(Figure33)rnarkedbyrelative-
IyoPenrnicrofoldsofSl,toadiscretecleavage(Figure35)

whichisnarkedbydistinctcleavageplanesonwhichtheSl
fabric is truncated'

Zonals2cleavagesaremostcommoninareasnotaffect-

ed by H2 metamorphism' and where F 2 folding is more open'

Discretecleavageslthoseinwhichsolutionhasbeenan
importantprocessrâfêcommoninareasofhighermetamorphic
grade near plutons t Qt in the cores of î2 folds' where

fording is tight and strain is high' The F 2 folds in these

areascommon}yresembleFlfoldsinthattheirshapemay

approachClassÏIofRamsay(1967),butinthinsection
relictsllcommonlyhíghlydeformedandnearlytransposed

- 1.. âr'õ ,rì ci hl e.,', (Figures 36 to 39) ' is always visible'
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Figure 33. 52 zonal crenulation cleavage in fine
argiltacid'us sediments of Formation 3 (dark
bands in Figure 34). 51 is defined by micas
and elongated quartz graiîs ¡ Sz is parãltel to
axes of -crenuiations (subverfical in photo-
graph). Magnification is ¡lQ. n'smm

Figure 34. Relationship of Sl and Sr in limb of
minor F2 foId, Formation 3 turbi?itesr Mist
Inlet area. 51 is para1le1 to S0; both are
para11eI to top pencil. Crosscutting S2 crenu-
lation cleavage is parallel to lower pencil.
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Figure 35. 52 cleavage (vertical in photograph)
in bedded tuffaceous rocks of Formation 2 from
same locality as Figure 27. St is defined by
the long dimension of clasts. 51 consists of a
combination of zonal and discrete crenulation
cleavages. Note in particular the discontinu-
ous surfaces of pressure solution and the trun-
cation of clasts across these surfaces. Magni-
f ication is x20. 
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mm
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gure 36. Minor Et fold in greywacke of Forma-
tion 3, along pofier line north of Mist InIet.
Note nearly similar profile and resemblance to
F1 fold in Figures 19 & 20. Lens cap is 5cm in
diameter.

Figure 37. 52 crenulation cleavage in Formation 3
greyvracke-from limb of open minor Fr fo1d,
southwest of Black Lake. Note zonal chãracter
of S2r- defined by microfolds of 51. Magnifica-
tion- is x20. 

-.5mm
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Figure 38. F2 minor fold in Formation 3 turbi-
dites from hear contact of Dryberry batholith'
south of Black Lake. Note tightness of fold'
distortion of foId, and boudinaged quartz veins
cutting fold. Ruler is 16cn Iong.

Figure 39. S2 crenulation cleavage from area of
minor F2 f-old shown in Figure 38. Note dis-
crete cleavage, in which quartz is removed by
solution. 51 is paralIeI to long dimension of
photograph. -Magnif ication is x20. 

-.5mm
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The development of the

fine-grained rocksr wâs due

cleavager pârticularly in the

both mechanical and chemical

s2

to

processes. Mechanicallyr s2 represents a high order micro-

folding of 51 related to larger scale folding of Sg and 51

(zonal type). These sz creavages also commonry show

evidence of solution arong the cJ-eavage pranes (discrete

type). fdentical crenulation cleavages have been widely
described in the Iiterature (Rickard, 1961; Talbot, 1964¡

Talbot and Hobbs, I96B; Gray, !979b¡ Granathr I9g0).

Recent work on the origin of this common type of secondary

cleavage favors comprex interplay of mechanicar folding of
the pre-existing fabric with chemicaL solution, probably by

stress induced diffusion of soluble minerars, particularly
quartz (Cosgrove, I976¡ Gray, I97'7b, I977c; Gray and

Durneyr !979¡ Grayr 1979a).

L2 Lineation

A lineation, L2, is occasionally found to be associated

with E2 fords. L2 may be either a mineral lineation or a

lineation defined by the orientation of deformed clasts.
!'lhere observed, L2 is oriented pararlel to steepry plunging

E2 minor f o1d axes (Figure 27). L2 mineral lineation can

only be identified 1oca11y, where F2 minor folds have been

overprinted by M2 metamorphism. In these cas€sr elongate
minerals such as amphiboles have grown in the plane of

folded 51 with their long dimensions parallel to the E2

axis. Vüithout further study of this uncommon feature, it is
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impossible to determine whether this represents mineral

growth in response to stress, or simply mimetic growth

controll-ed by the inherited fabric.

L2 lineations defined by the long axes of deformed

clasts are difficult to identify because of the tendency of

steeply plunging L1 lineations to occur nearly parallel to,

or to be rotated into parallel-ism with' the steeply plunging

F2 axes (Figure 40). In folded beds of fragnental rocks,

particularly of Formation 2, a noticeable elongation, up to

1.5 times that of L1 in adjacent rocks, occurs in clasts

aligned paral1el to the EZ axes. This relationship suggests

Figure 40. F2 folding of conglomerate, strong S1-fabric defined by-clast s-hape. Fdrmatioñ 3;
east shore of Bug Lake. Lr lineation is
reoriented parallel to axes of-8, minor fo1ds.
Lens cap is 5cm in diameter
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that local1y the axis of principal elongation was vertical

during F2 folding. Although this relationship seems

anomalous considering that F2 fording was about nearly

vertical axes' loca1 development of 'b' lineations have been

documented in other areas where sequences containing layers

with contrasting rheological properties are folded (Hobbs

and others' I976, p. 286).

L2 may be more widely developed in fragmental rocks

folded by FZ, but positive identification in all but extreme

cases would require quantitative strain analysis beyond the

scope of this study.

D2 Faults and Related Fabrics

Most faults which make up the complex pattern evident

on Map I originated during the D2 event. These faults
offset SOSIr and the axial surfaces of Ft foIds. The cata-
crastic fabrics (s2") which developed within the faurt zòires

are overprinted by F3 folds¡ âDd offset by D4 faults.
D2 fault development was most intense in the eastern

part of the area, as was F2 folding. The D2 fault zones are

steeply dipping planar to curviplanar structures which

branch and divide to produce a complex pattern. These

faults either follow the trend of SO and 51, or cut across

these earlier fabrics at high angles. The D2 faults range

from major zones tens of kilometers long and tens of meters

tvide, to zones a meter or less wider âDd traceable for only

a few meters in length along strike before they either merge
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with another similar zonêt or die.out.

A characteristic of D2 faults that separates them from

later fault structures (D4) is that they are not simple

brittle fault zones. l¡lost D2 faults would best be classi-

fied as ductile shear zones in the terminology of Ramsay

(1980). The actual zone of cataclasis may be up to 50m

wide, and flanked by zones up to 30m wide in which the rocks

show varying degrees of permanent strain. Where these zones

of cataclasis occur at a high angle to the pre-existing

fabric' the earlier fabric is gradually bent into parallel-

ism with the zone of cataclasis as the zone is approached.

Rocks outside the zone of permanent strain appear unde-

formed, except for the ubiquitous S1 fabric (Figure 41) ' or

other earlier structures. Commonlyr undeformed rocks (Fig-

ure 41) grade' over a distance of several meters, into rocks

with a pronounced 52" cataclastic foliation (Figure 42). In

thin section, catacLasis is most pronounced in vertical sec-

tions where crystals and fragments appear as strongly de-

formed lenticular aggregates in which the original grains or

clasts are highly elongated' and commonly boudinaged. The

major axis of these aggregates defines the L2c lineation
(Figure 43). LZc is typically steeply plunging (Figure 79)l

suggesting that the axis of principal extension was nearly

vertical- (Hobbs and othersr I976) | and that fault movement

was dominantly vertical. Lineations with similar morphology

have been reported as common in thrust faultsr which origi-

nate in compression (Johnson' 1965; Bryant and Reed, 1969¡
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Figure 4I. Volcanic tuff of Formation 2 with weak
S1 (vertical in photograph) ' from outside of
fäult zoner oD island west of Yellow GirI Bay.
Magnification is x20. 

-.5mm

Figure 42. Cataclastic fabric (S2s) in tuff from
same unit as sample in Figure 41. Note round-
ing and reorientation of crystals and develop-
ment of S2" in matrix.,.r,nT,"gnification is x20.
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Figure 43. Strongly developed S?.. in vertical
section, from same location -às Figure 42.
Elongation of granular aggregates defines L2c.
Magnification is x20. 

- 
'smm

Sibson, I977). These lineations have been interpreted to

develop paral1eI to direction of movement (Hobbs and others,

1976).

Deforrnation in all Dz fault zones typicalty decreases

in intensity as¡ay from the central catacLastic zoner ârd

eventually dies out. As an exampler the shape of strongly
deformed pillows (Figure 44) and conglomerate clasts (Figure

45) f rom the zone of strain adjacent to a D2 cataclastic
zone suggests flattening (dimensional ratio 5 to 1) in
horizontal section and elongation (dimensional ratio I to 1)

in verticaÌ section. This is a similar but Iess extreme

rel-ative dimensional ratior and the same orientation of axes
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Figure 44. Strongly deformed pillows of Formation
I, south shore of Long Buy' adjacent to a D2
fault zone. Planar fabric is 52"¡ elongation
is L2c. Lens cap is 5cm in diameter.

of principal elongationr as L2" in the adjacent cataclastic
zone, where dimensional ratios in the horizontal and verti-

cal sections may exceed 10 to 1 and 20 to I respectively.
The finite strain indicated by clast shape may in some cases

be roughly coaxial with, but is always significantly greater

than, the D1 finite strain (11) evident in pillowed flows

and conglomerates at a distance from the cataclastic zone,

where both ratios are generally 2 or 3 to I maximum.

Because the D2 faults or shear zones are actual Iy zones of
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Figure 45. fntense deformation of Formation 2
conglomerate, south shore of Long Bayr adjacent
to major D2 fault. Subhorizontal- grain is due
to glacÍaI striations. Hammer is 35cm long.

intense strain which grade into true cataclastic rocks with

a marked mylonitic fabric (S2c) in their interior, the

coplanar fabric on the margins of the zones (Figures 44 &

45) may not be a true mylonitic fabric, although it, appar-

ently developed in response to the same stress field which

caused the faul-t zone to develop. fn a practical sêhs€r

thenr the s2" fabric includes the entire strain fabric
associated with D2 fault zones.

F2 folds and D2 faults are both important structural
elements produced during D2. The locaI complexity that
typifies areas strongly affected by D2 is emphasized by the

relationships shown in Figures 46, 47 , and 48. The rocks

shown are from an area south of Ye1low Girl Bay where major
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D2 faults are closely spaced. Minor folds with a subhori-

zontal plunge fold S2c and reorient L2c in D2 fault zones

(Figures 46 & 79). These folds are assigned to D2 because

they fold 51 in adjacent rocks, and are overprinted by Dg

kinks. Subvertical minor folds and crenulations commonly

overprint the subhorizontal minor F2. D3 kinks overprint

both the subhorizontal and subvertical D2 fold sets.

Subvertical F2 minor folds with axial planar crenulation

cleavages identical to S2 in the macroscopic FZ folds also

commonly overprint S2c throughout the area (Figures 47 &

80). In fine-grained rocks with a strong planar S2c fabric,

such as Formation 3 argillites' spectacular examples of

interference between the early subhorizontal and later

steeply plunging F2 crenulation folds occur (Figure 48), and

the net result can be two separate 52 crenulation cleavages

intersecting at nearly right angles.

Such complex temporal relationships anong D2 structures

are common throughout the area. At any given location, a

group of structures can generally be identified as D2 on the

basis of their relationship to D1 and D3 structuresr but

sequence, orientationr and intensity of development of these

D2 structures can vary widely. The relationships among D2

structures, particularty folds and shear zones' and the

implied complex stress history, will be examined in Chapter

VII.
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Figure 46. Earty subhorizontal plunging minor E2

folds which fold 52. and reorient L2c in a D2

shear zone. Rock is tuff of Formation 2 in the
area south of YeIIow Girl- Bay. Field of view
is about 4m across.
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Figure 47. lilinor Et folding and 52 cleavage
superimposed on S2,-- câtacLastic foliation in a
D.1 fault zone, in-térmediate tuf fs of Formation
2; YeLlow Girl Bay area. Lens cap is 5cm in
diameter.

Figure 48. Interfering subhorizontal and subver-
tical crenulations associated with Fj folding
of S?.. fabric, argillite of Formation i, YelLow
Girl-Bay area. Specimen is 12cm x 10cm.
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S2e Cleavage

52e is a distinctive cleavage that occurs locally in
the eastern two-thirds of the area (Figure 4Ð. s2e is best

developed in argillite beds of Formation 3 which have a

strongly developed¡ fine-sca1e planar fabric, either 52. or

51. S2e is interpreted to be part of the larger group of D2

structures because it is commonly overprinted by D3.
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is developed.

indicate where S2e cleavage
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S2" typically consists of microscopic kink bands,

commonly enhanced by selective solution and redeposítion of

quarEz, which resulted in separation of quartz-rich and

phyllosilicate-rich zones (Figure 50). In kink folding, the

fabric undergoing folding is compressed on one limbr and

dilated on the other (Anderson, 1964; Ramsa}¡r 1967). I'ihere

deformation is compressional, limbs show a marked depletion

in quartz' whereas dilational linbs are enriched in quartz

(Figures 51 & 52).

Figure 50. 52" cleavage developed in greywacke of
Formation 3, Yellow Girl Bay area, deformed
adjacent to D) fault; active surface is Sr^.
S2o is marked-by diagonal light bands in da-r"k
bãñd below dime. Quartz rich bands of the S?o
cleavage are resistant to weathering and stañä
in relief. Canadian dime for scaIe.
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Figure 51. Photomicrograph of 52e crenulation
cleavage¡ same outcrop as Figuré 50. s2e is
defined by the kink boundary planes. Note
tendency of cleavage to develop best in finer
micaceous layers. WeakIy developed conjugate
bands are visible in dark micaceous band at
lower center. S?.. is the active fabric being
folded, and is paiãIlel to the narrow dimension
of the photograph. Magnification is x20.



Figure 52. Sro cleavage in Formation 3 turbiditer
Yellow Giri-eay. t¡óte zonal character of some
bands, and discrete character of others. Ac-
tive surface is S2c. Magnification is x20.

The active surface of microfolding is the very pro-

nounced fine-scale planar fabric (St or S2c). The microkink

bands are best developed in the argillite beds of turbi-

ditesr âDd die out gradually as grain size increases and

planar fabric intensity decreases (Figure 51). In some of

the quartz-depleted bands, where the active fabric consists

almost entirely of fine micas and insoluble minerals' a



later conjugate set of crenulations is commonly developed

(Figure 51). In the most advanced stage of S2e developmentr

the phyllosilicate rich linbs of the nicrofolds become high-

ly attenuated, and the s2e fabric consists of mica-rich

bands which have been rotated into an orientation nearly

perpendicular to the original fabric, which is commonly pre-

served in the quarEz-rich bands (Figures 52 e 53). At this

stage, S2e has the character of a discrete crenulation

cleavage (Grayr 1977a).

The 52e cleavage is essentially the same generic type

of cleavage, formed by the same processes' as the 52 cleav-

age related to F2 folding in similar rock types. Cleavage

formation involved both mechanical buckling and solutíon/

deposition, as described earlier in the discussion of Sz

(Gray, 1977b, I979a¡ Gray and Durhê1lr I979). In similar

rock types, the major differences between 52" and 52 involve

morphology and relationship to other structures. Kink band

morphology is dominant although not excl-usive in S2e. 32 is
geometrically and genetically related to macroscopic and

mesoscopic FZ fo1ds. S2e appears to be unrelated to other

D2 structures' except that it is best developed in argilla-

ceous rocks deformed within and adjacent to D2 fault zones.

The steep to nearly vertical dip of S2e cleavage planes

(Figure 81) suggests that the stress orientation which

produced 52" was nearty horízontal, as in the case of the

later set of D2 crenulation folds described earlier.
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Figure 53. Advanced development of S?o, Formation
3 turbiditesr rìorthwest of Loon -L"ake pluton.
Note fabric in micaceous bands nearly perpendi-
cular to relict S?n preserved in quartz-rich
bands. MagnificatÏõn is x20. 

-.5mm
52e is interpreted to be a late D2 feature' because it

is commonly overprinted on s2" foriation¡ but is not itserf
overprinted by other DZ fabrics or structures. S2e is
distinguished from small scale D3 kinks by the high degree

to which solution/deposition of quartz was active in
cleavage formation. Itlicro-scale kink bands which formed

during D3 in rocks of comparable composition did not involve

this process (compare Figure 59). fn general the solution/
deposition process was more important in the formation of

other S2 cleavages in areas affected by 142 metamorphism.

The S2e cleavage is not restricted to M2 metamorphic

aureoles, but is best developed within 1 to 3km of pluton
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contacts. S2e probably represents local deformation in
appropriate lithologies in response to subhorizontal
stresses late in D2, with possibly some contribution from

the M2 thermal- metamorPhism.

Character of the D2 Deformation

Although D2 structures commonly overprint and interfere

with each other' they are collectively interpreted to belong

to one deformational event. This interpretation is based on

the observation that all of these structures overprint the

D1 structures, and are themselves overprinted by the D3

deformation. The complex relationships among D2 structures,
and the implied variation of stress orientation through the

time of the D2 deformation will be more fully exanined and

documented in Chapter VIf. Conclusions regarding the

sifnificance of D2 in the structural-metamorphic-tectonic

sequence will be drawn after this complex event is examined

in greater detail.
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p. Structures

The D3 deformation produced kink bands (Figures 54, 55,

e 59), minor chevron folds (Figure 58), and conjugate (box)

folds (Figures 56 & 57). D3 structures are deveroped

throughout the entire study area, and are identified by

their distinctive style and the fact that they overprint aIl

D1 and D2 structures. The development of F3 folds is gener-

ally restricted to rock types conducive to kink folding,
namely those with a strongly developed and closely spaced

planar fabric. This fabric can be sl (Figures s4 & 59) , s2,

or SZc (Figures 55' 56' 57, & 58).

F3 Folds and 53 Cleavage

The most common F3 folds are kink bands. Kink bands

vary from microscopic (Figure 59) to 10cm in width, the

average being 3 to 5cm. The bands are widely distributed in
rocks having wetl developed planar anisotropy, particularly

D2 cataclastic rocks. The kink zone boundaries are general-

Iy steeply dipping (in excess of 60"), and conjugate bands

(Figure 57) are occasionally developed.

Closely spaced kinks and chevron folds (Figure 58)

represent the most intense D3 deformation. On the micro-
scopic scaler the close spacing of chevron axial surfaces

defines a zonat cleavage (s3), which is distinguished from

52 and S2e by characteristic sharp hinges and lack of
di fferentiation.

Larger conjugate F3 folds (Figure 56) are occasionally
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developed. They are identified as F3 folds because they

overprint D2 fabrics (S2c, S2e). Their orientation is the

same as that of D3 kinks. These folds resemble large-scale

conjugate kinksr with kink zone widths of 30 to 50cm.

Character of the D3 Deformation

The development of F3 structuresr particularly kink

bands, throughout the area rüas apparently more dependent on

the nature of the original fabric than on location with

respect to granitic plutons or other structures t ot on

orientation of originaL fabric. The generally steeply

dipping F3 kink bands are common in all lithologiesr and in
a wide variety of orientations (Figure 60; Map 1). These

observations suggest that D3 may be the result of nearly
horizontal stresses of varying orientation which affected

the entire area sometime after D2. D3 is primarity a semi-

brittle deformation without mineral growth or significant

evidence of solution/deposition of quartz' which suggests

that D3 was not accompanied by metamorphism. Stresses

responsible for D3 structures may have been locaI or

regional in origin; sufficient data from outside of the

study area are not available to establish D3 as a regional
event as widespread as D1.
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Figure 54.
folds in
as shown
scale.

F3 kink band overprinting minor F1

tuff of Formation 4a. Same exposure
in Figure 25. Canadian PennY for
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Figure 55. F3 kink folds reorienting S2e differ-
entiated crenulation cleavage in greywacke of
Formation 3a, southwest of Yellow GirI Bay.
Canadian penny for scaLe.
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Figure 56. F? conjugate fold in bedded greywacke
of Formatíon 3, isl-and north of Yellow Girl
Point. S¡ and Sr^ are paralle} and constitute
active suÏfaces. 'brunto-n compass for scale.

Figure 57. F3 conjugate kink
of Formati-on 4, west of Fog
planar S2c fabric. Pencil

bands in felsic tuff
fslandr with strong
for sca1e.
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Figure 58. F1 chevron folds in tuff of Formation

2, in D2 "itãËiä =-Ci { ""1"-' ^"^o,1:.1 ""i,i? ""å-t"3:i;;ä."3.ü"-ii;ã:-]t" -i¡ active surrace' s3

is a coarse zonal cleäiage defined by chevron

axes. Lens cap is 5cm in diameter'
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Figure 60. Lower hemisphere equal area plot of
poles to 23 kink bands throughout map area.
Distribution illustrates diversity of kink band
orientation, depending on IocaI attitude of
kinked fabric' and also il-lustrates generally
steep dip of kink boundaries.
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D4 Structures

The only structures attributed to the D4 deformation

are major faults which cross the entire study area and

continue beyond its boundaries. These faults have an asso-

ciated cataclastic fabric (S4). The position of these

faults in t,he deformational sequence is established by the

fact that they cut aIl earlier structures and fabrics. D4

faults may have the same trend as D2 faults in some parts of

the area, and in this case probably represent reactivation

of the earlier faults. The D4 faults are curviplanar and

commonly follow' but can cut sharply across, the trends of

earlier planar structures (Sg, S1, S2c). Their dip is
nearly vertical (Figure 61).

The three D4 fauLts which cross the study area are

located and identified in Figure 61. The I{itch Bay fault

can be traced northeastward across the southern part of the

Dryberry batholith on high altitude air photographs; to the

northwest it is lost under Lake of the I'ioods. The east-

southeasterly trending Long Bay fault has not been mapped to

the west of the area (Davies, 1970)' but to the east it

appears to connect with a major fault systen which bends

southeastward into the area of Kakagi Lake (Davies and

Morin, I972). The northwest-trending Fog rsland fault

roughly divides the area between the other two D4 faults.

This fault also para]1eIs a Prominent D2 shear zone; its

reLationship to the east-west D4 faults is not known because

the intersection of these structures is not exposed. The
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Figure 61. Location of D4 faults.



Fog Is1and fault is probably truncated by or merges with the

Long Bay fault south of Fog Island' because no trace of this

fault can be found south of Long Bay. The Fog fsland fault

continues northwestward through French Narrov¡s' and its

intersection with the l{itch Bay fault is also not exposed.

Cataclastic fabrics produced by D4 faulting are shown

in Figures 62 and 63, and comprise both planar (S4) and

Iinear (t4) fabrics. In originally porphyritic or ineqi-
granular rocks' coarse grains have an "augen 1ike" appear-

ance (Figure 62)r with an apparent flattening in the plane

of 54 and a pronounced elongation (L4) r with dimensional

ratio up to 10 to I in the vertical plane. L4 is subverti-

caI to steeply plunging (Figure 61). 54 and L4 are very

similar in appearance and orientation to S2c and L2c. They

are distinguished from the D2 fabrics by the fact that they

clearly developed after Lhe D2 subvertical crenulations and

F3 kinks, which commonly overprint nearly all D2 cataclastic
fabrics.

The movernent on the D4 faults is interpreted to be

dominantly vertical becauses (1) the fabrics have a pro-

nounced vertical elongation (L4), and Q) the stratigraphy
on opposite sides of these faults is not radically offset'
as might be expected with significant strike-sIip notion.

The apparent horizontal component of offset on D4

faults commonly varies along the length of the faults. fn

the area of French Narrowsr there is apparently no offset of

the Btack River anticline and the mafic rocks of Formation I
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Figure 62. 54 cataclastic fabric in porphyritic
gabbro, soùth side of Long Bay. l¡-ote- rõunded
phenocrysts with distinct "augen" appearance.
Sample is 1Ocm long.
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Figure 63. L4 linear fabric in tuff of Formation

2t Long BaÍ, near center of area. Note dis-
tinct subvertical elongation simiLar to L2c.
Specimen is 1Ocm across.
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along the Fog fsland fault. In the area south of FerrÍer

Island, the axis of the Long Bay syncline and Iithologic

contacts appear to be offset in a left-Lateral sense by

nearly 2km. This variation in offset suggests rotational

novement' in which the vertical displacement was greater to

the southeast. Rotational movement wouLd also account for

the lack of significant offset west of the study area along

the trace of the Long Bay fault (Davies, 1970). In the

absence of more complete data' this effect may also be

explained as the result of vertical motion with slight

variation in dip of SOS1 along the trace of the faults.

The net effect of D4 faults has been to divide the area

into four large blocks. The block west of the Fog fsland

fau1t, which contains the youngest rocks (Formations 5t 6, &

7), is depressed relative to the other blocks.

Character of the D4 Deformation

D4 is represented by faults which differ significantly

from the D2 faults. The relationships among D4 faults and

other late structures are shown in Figure 64. D4 faults are

comparatively narroh? cataclastic zones and are not bounded

by wide zones of strain' suggesting that these faults may

have originated as normal faults' in tension rather than

compression. Movement on D4 faults appears to be dominantly

verticalr and possibly rotational. These faulLs probably

represent regional adjustment faulting which occurred after

emplacement of the granitic plutons' which they locally cut.
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Figure 64. Post-D2 structures. D3 kink folds
developed in areas where strong D2 planar
fabrics hrere present. D4 faults helped restore
isostatic equilibrium. Sense of movement on D4

faults is inferred from relative ages of rocks
exposed on opposite sides of fault trace (see

Map 1). Some northwest-trending late fractures
are occupied by diabase dikes¡ which 1oca1Iy
turn abruptly to follow D2 and D4 fault zones.
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Late Faults

Late northwest-trending faults and fractures cross the

area. These structures developed after all other struc-

turesr and although their precise age is unknown, these late

faults are possibly associated with a regional dilation

which yras acconpanied by the emplacement of the diabase

dikes. These faults are distinguished from the D4 and D2

faults in that they are narrow zones (I0cm to 1m) visible on

the outcrop scale. These structures nay be in part con-

trolled by earlier structures. Step-1ike offsets of the

diabase dikes can reflect turning of the late fractures to

follow weaknesses along the earlier structural grain. This

effect can be seen in a diabase dike which trends north-

westerly through the center of the area. fn the islands

south of Yellow Girl Point this undeformed diabase dike

turns and follows a more westerly trend' parallel to D2 and

D¿ fault trends in this area. The dike resumes its north-

westerly strike along the D2 fault trend through the western

part of Ferrier Island. In other cases' such as the dike

which trends northwestward across the Dryberry batholith,

offsets appear to be due to discontinuous en-echelon

emplacement. Dike segments show offsetr but do not turn to

follow fractures.
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CHAPTER VII CHARACTER AND VARIABILITY OF

THE D2 DEFORMATION

The complexity of the D2 deformational event was into-
duced with the description of D2 structural erements. Folds
and a complex system of faults, or more properly ductile
shear zones , formed during D2. D2 was a complex event in
which a distinct sequence of deformation can generally be

defined locaIly. However, there is sufficient varíability
in the relative ages of D2 structures and the apparent
orientation of the stresses which produced them that only a

general sequence can be defined for the entire arear ârd
only by considering ar1 D2 structures corlectively. The

complex relationships among Dz structures introduced
earlier' particularly the overprinting relationshipsr ârê
further explained and ilrustrated by exampres from three
subareas (Figure 65).

Shore fsland Subarea

The shore rsrand subarea contains examples of major and

minor Dz structures which suggest distinctry different
stress orientations at different times during D2. For pur_
poses of discussíon the subarea has been divided into three
structural domains (Figure 65). These donains are separated

by the Fog rsrand and Long Bay faults (D4) which forlow the
trend of prominent D2 shear zones.

rn the domain east of the Fog rsland fault (x in Figure
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1.

2.

3.

Shore IsLand Subarea.

Yellow Girl Bay Subarea.

Eastern Subarea.

Figure 65. Location of subareas.
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66), D2 faurts occur both paraIIel to and crosscutting sost.

Major Fz folds ford s6 and sr, and reford the axiar surface

of the Fl Black River anticline. The major F2 ford whose

axia] surface trends southward through Desbiens Lake is a

steepry plunging (85o south to vertical) disharmonic frex-
ure. As the fold tightens to the southr toward the Loon

Lake plutonr intensity of fording and of s2 cleavage devel-
opment increases, and the fold changes from a single broad

flexure to a family of folds. This change is accommodated

by detachment along northeasterly trending D2 fauttsr which

developed para1lel to s0st and acted as decollements. To

the north the axiar trace of the fold is rost against an

east-west D2 fault zone, north of which Èhere is only gentle

warping without development of minor foLds or s2. simirar
broad warps 10km or more in wavelength are the onry indica-
tion of Fz folding in the western third of the study area
(Map 1).

The character of the F2 ford changes from syncrinal to
anticlinal from north to south as the axiar surface of the
FI B1ack River anticline is crossed. The wedge-shaped block

of rocks affected by the F 2 fol-d is bounded on the east and

west by D2 faurts. The eastern fault Iocal1y parallers the

contact of the Loon Lake plutonr and separates folded rocks

from a narrovr unit between the faurt and pluton in which

SOSt is paral1e1 to the contact of the pluton. SOSl is
strongly overprinted by Vlz recrystal-l-ization (Sr), but in
horizontal section clasts have axial ratios up to 5 to I
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compared with the average 2 to 1 for the D1 deformation

throughout the area, which suggests strong compression nor-

mal to the pluton contact. Similar deformation occurs on

the northern side of the pluton, where SO and 51 are also

paralleI to the contact. Rocks within several tens of

meters on both sides of the pluton contact are well foli-
ated' and have the typical 'recrystallized cataclastic"

texture described by Ziehlke (I974) for the Aulneau batho-

lith contact.

The westward extension of the FI Long Bay syncline
passes northwesterly through Shore Island. Stratigraphic
facing directions and the parallelism of Sg and S1 suggest

that this structure is a typical subhorizontal plunging F1

fold on Shore Islandr âs it is to the west, beyond the Fog

Island fault. To the southeast the closure of 56 and 51

northwest of the Red Cliff Bay pluton suggests that the F1

axis is turned abruptly vertical. This closure takes the

form of three F2 folds, a syncline between the pluton and

Fog fslandr ân anticline defined by the curving northern

contact of the plutonr and a syncline between the Red Cliff

Bay and Loon Lake plutons. These folds are typical- F2 folds

in that they refold Sg and 51r and have axial planar crenu-

lation cleavages (S2) typical of other major F2 fo1ds.

Consistent steep dips of S0 and 51 on limbs and in noses

suggest that the folds are steeply plunging. These folds

die out northward and westward along SOSt planes, which

apparently acted as surfaces of detachment in a manner
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similar to that of the larger F2 fold to the northeast,

(described above). The F2 syncline directly north of the

Red Cliff Bay pluton is also analogous to the larger F2

anticlinorium to the northeast in that tightness of folding

and intensity of 52 foliation development are maximum in the

nose area between the Red Cliff Bay and Loon Lake plutons,

and decrease to the northwest.

Structures in the domain to the hrest of the Fog fsland

fault and north and east of the Long Bay fault (Y in Figures

66 & 67) suggest deformation by first east-westr âDd then

north-south oriented stresses during D2. fn the northern

half of this domain the orientation of faults and F2 fold
axial surfaces is north-northwesterly, suggesting a general-

ly east-west compression. Vertical motion on the northwest-

erly trending shear zones is suggested by the strongly

developed steeply plunging Lzc lineation. F2 folding is
generally not as tight as in Domain X to the east of the Fog

IsIand fau1t, and S2 axial planar foliations are not as

strongly developed west of the fault. The D4 Fog Is1and

fault follows an intense zone of D2 strain, marked by strong

development of Szc and steeply plunging Lzc. OnIy open

warping of SOSt about steeply plunging axes (80o southeast

to vertical) is evident I to 2km west of Ferrier Island (Map

1), suggesting that the intensity of FZ folding gradually
decreases to the west.

fn the northern half of Domain Y the northwesterly

trending D2 shear zones range from minor zones (Figure 67-
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LocalitÍes À & B; Figures 68 & 69) to major zones which

completely transpose the easterly D1 fabric in zones several

tens of meters wide (Figure 67-Locality C¡ Figure 70).

These zones are commonly seen to paralrel the axiar surfaces

of the steeply plunging but relativery open F2 fotds
described above (Figure 67-Loca]ity A; Figure 69). To the

southeast toward Fog rsland, a later, east-west trending Ð2

fabric is imposed on the nor,thwesterly fabric. The north-
westerly trending s2. fabrics within and adjacent to the

earlier D2 shear zones are folded about east-west trending

axiar surfaces, and a set of later east-west shear zones is
developed paraI1e1 to the easterry trend of these axial
surfaces (Figure 67-LocalitÍes D, E, F, & G; Figures 7I,
72, & 73). Both the shear zones and the axial surfaces of
the folds are nearly vertical. On Fog Island, development

of the later easterly fabric is particularly intense,
resutting in nearly total transposition of the earlier
northwesterly D2 fabric (Figures 67-Locatity H; Figure 74).

D3 kinks are overprinted on theser êrìd on the earlier D2

structuresr on Fog rsland and on the north shore of chisholm

rsrand (Figure 67-Locality T¡ Figure 75). s4 catacrastic
zones associated with the Long Bay fault cut across both

earlier DZ trends.

Domain Z, to the south of the Long Bay fault (Figure

66) contains no evidence of either set of D2 structures
described above. sost dips steepry and strikes roughry
parallel to the northern contact of the Aulneau batholith
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Figure 68. Minor D2
northwest-trending D2
SI foliation in mafic
tion 5. Locality A
16cm 1ong.

shear zone paral1el to
fauIt. Zone cuts across
volcanic rocks of Forma-
of Figure 67. Scale is

Figure 69. Minor F2 folds in
tion 6, with minor faults
Locality B of Figure 67.
3 5cm.

greywacke of Forma-
paralleI to F2 axês.
Notebook is 25cm x
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Figure 70. 52"
glomerate of-
67. Marking

fabric in coarse volcanic con-
Formation 7, Locality C of Figure
pen for scale.

Figure 7I. Minor F2 fold of easL-trending set
folding northwest-trending Sl". fabric in mafic
fragmental rocks of formalioñ"5r Locality D of
Figure 67. Lens cap is 5cm in diameter.
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Figure 72. Sharp-hinged minor F2 folds of east-
west set with limbs developiîg into ductile
shears, mafic tuffaceous rocks of Formation 5,
Local-ity F of Figure 67. Horizontal field of
view is approximately 2m.

Figure 73. llinor E) folding of S?..fabric, mafic
tuffaceous rocks -of Formation 5; Locality G of
Figure 67. East-trending crenulation cleavage
(S?) is paralleI to hammer handle. Hammer is
35c-m long.
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Figure 74. East-trending S2c parallel to pencil
in D2 cataclastic zoner-in mafic tuffaceous
rocks of Formation 5 at Locality H of Figure
67. Traces of earlier north-northwest St.. are
visible as folded light colored bandingl-per-
pendicular to later 52" in lenses of undeformed
rock below pencil. Sée sketch in Figure 67,
Locality H.

kink band trace on dip slope of 52"
mafic volcanic rocks of Formatioñ
I of Figure 67. Author's fooL is

Figure 75. 13
foliation in
I, Locality
size 12.
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(Map 1).

rn sumilârfr the shore rsland subarea ilrustrates
severaL important characteristics of the Dz deformation.
The eastern part of the subarea (Figure 66-Domain x) exem-

plifies the disharmonic macroscopic fording typical of D2.

Traversing from east to west across the subarea illustrates
the tendency of D2 deformation, particularly F2 folding, to
decrease in intensity away from the granitic prutonsr in
this case the toon Lake pluton. D2 structures in Domain x

and in the northern part of Domain y suggest roughly subhor-

izontar east-west compression, in this case roughly norinal

to the contact of the Loon Lake pluton. F2 fold axial
surfaces are nearly vertical and trend northwesterly.
Tightness of folds and intensity of s2 development decrease

to the west, away from the pluton contact. Strain imposed

on the rocks during D2 was apparently accommodated in two
ways' by foldingr and by intense shearing on numerous north-
westerly trending D2 fault zones.

fn the southern half of Domain y, shear zones and folds
which apparently originated during east-west compression are

cl-early overprinted by a similar set of structures, which
apparently originated from north-south compression. Rela-

tionships to Dr and D3 structures suggest that both of these

sets of structures belong to D2. This overprinting of one

set of Dz structures by another set of morphologicalry
similar structures implies that D2 cannot be interpreted in
terms of a simple uniform regional stress field as D1 was.
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These observations imply that, at least ]ocally,
tation of stress changed radically during the

event.

the orien-

complex D2

Yellow Girl Bay Subarea

The Yel1ow Girl Bay subarea provides the best example

of D2 structurar complexity within an area dominated by D2

faurt zones. Major D2 fault zones north and south of Long

Bay converge into this area from the eastr âDd major faults
which roughly paralrel the contact of the Aulneau batholith
converge into this area from the west. The dominant struc-
tural feature of this subarea is a broad zone of intense
strain and catacrasis related to east-northeasterly to east-
southeasterry trending D2 faurt zones (Figure 76¡ Þtap 1).
The subarea is bordered on the north by the Red cliff Bay

and Loon Lake plutons, and on the south by the Aul_neau

bathorith. The Long Bay fault zone (D4) is roughry parallel
to the D2 catacLastic fabric throughout much of the area,

divides the area into two roughly equal segments (Figure

The Dz faults typicalry consist of a zone of cataclasis
r0 to 50mwide, flanked by zones up to 30m wide in which the
axis of principal elongation of strain indicators is paral-
lel to the Lzc lineation in the actual zone of cataclasis
(Figure 7Ð. rn horizontal section the shapes of clasts in
fragmental rocks suggests compression normar to Lhe zone
(Figures 77 & 78).

and

76).
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Figure 77. HorizontãFJåîîion of fine planar
fabric (S2.) developed in greyv¡acke/argillite
of FormaÈion 3, deformed in a D2 fault zone,
Yellow Girl Bay area. Note stfong apparent
flattening of quartz grains. Rippled appear-
ance of 52" is due to weakly developed subver-
tical creñüIations (F2). Magnification is x20.

:r. .s:
,$s i

Figure 78. Vertical section of tuffaceous rock of
Formation 2 from D2 fault zone, Yellow Girt Bay
area. Note extreme vertical elongation. Mag-
nif ication is x20. 
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Other D2 structures developed in the subarea include

52" and minor F2 folds' both of which overprint S2" in the

D2 shear zones. The minor folds range from lm in wave-

length' to several sets of crenulations (0.5 2mm v¡ave-

length) which fold S2c, S0, and S1 (refer to earlier
examples, Figures 46, 47, & 48, on pages 78 e79). The area

of most intense strain and cataclasis strikes southeasterly

Lhrough the center of the area, and the trace of the D4 Long

Bay fault follows this trend. It is not difficult to dis-

tinguish D2 from D4 cataclastic fabrics in this area because

the D2 fabric is nearly always overprinted by later steeply

plunging DZ crenuLations or D3 kink bands. The L2" Iinea-
tion (Figure 79) is nearly vertical near the center of the

arear âDd plunges steeply (600 to 85o) to the east or west

avJay from the center. A similar culmination is defined by

the plunges of minor F2 folds and crenulations (Figure 80).

Crenulation folds with axial plunges varying from sub-

vertical to subhorizontal are nearly always imposed on the

S2c fabrics. They are most pronounced in fine-grained
lithologies such as argillite beds of Formation 3 turbi-
dites. The most strongly developed sets are nearly perpen-

dicular to each other (Figure 80), subhorizontal (a plunge

of 10o or less), and steeply plunging (80o to subvertical),
although sets with intermediate plunge val-ues are occasion-

ally observed. Where more than one of these sets occur, the

subhorizontal set was always observed to be the earliest'
overprinted by the later steeply plunging crenulations.
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llhere two or more orientations are developedr spectacular

interference structuresr as shown earlier in Figures 46 &

48, are common.

The best examples of s2e cleavage in the study area

occur in argillaceous beds of Formation 3 turbidites, in the

central part of the subarea (Figure 81). The orientation of

S2e cleavage planes is nearly verticalr and at high angle
(70o to perpendicurar) to s2". s2" is interpreted to be a

late D2 fabric because it commonly overprints Szc and F2

crenulations' is not itself overprinted by any other D2

structures, and is commonly overprinted ÞV f3 kinks. The

steeply dipping to nearly vertical SZ" formed by a kinking
process in response to doninantly subhorizontal str€ss€sr

which were roughly paraIlel to S2c (east-west), and roughly

the same as the stress orientation which produced the steep-

Iy plunging FZ minor folds and crenulations in this subarea.

The sequence of D2 structures in the Yellow GirI Bay

subarea suggests that the vertical movement which produced

S2c and the steeply plunging LZc lineation in the shear

zones occurred earIy. The fabrics of the shear zones sug-

gest strong compression from north to south. Subhorizontal

minor folds, expressed commonly as crenulationsr formed

next' followed by widespread development of subvertical
plunging minor folds and crenulations' and finally the S2e

c} eavage .

A significant feature of the D2 deformation is the

plunge culmination in the central part of the subarea which
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involves both L2" and F2 minor folds (Figures 7g & g0).
This culmination, which is r-ocated approximately where the
distance between the Loon Lake pruton and the Aulneau batho_
rith is Ieast, suggests that the Dz strain vras more intense
in this area than to the east or westr and that the axis of
principal el0ngation and tectonic transport was vertical.
The prunge curmination of L2" and the strong clast deforma_
tion evident in horizontal section suggest that this curmi_
nation may have resurted from strong compression across the
arear rouÇfhly normal- to the contacts of the granitic plutons
to the north and south.

rn detail r the D2 def ormational history of the yer.10w
Girl Bay subarea was different from that observed in the
shore rsrand subarea. North-south compression and vertical
movement on numerous shear zones occurred early, forl0wed by
roughly east-west subhorizontal compression which produced
steeply plunging folds¡ crenulationsr âDd finarry the s2e
creavage' which overprinted the early cataclastic fabrics.
The two areas are similar, however, in that the D2 struc_
tures as a grouP suggest a marked change in stress orienta-
tion during the D2 event.
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Eastern Subarea

The Eastern subarea provides excerrent examples of E2

folding on the macroscopic scaler illustrates the complex

relationship between î2 folding and D2 faulting, and illus-
trates the nature of D2 deformation within the contact
metamorphic aureoles of the granitic plutons. The subarea

has been divided into a series of smaller structural- domains

for purposes of discussion (Figure 82).

The strike trends of sost and F1 ford axial surfaces
(Figure 82¡ Map 1) in this subarea define the broad pattern
of D2 def ormation. Nort,h of the !{itch Bay f ault and south
of the Long Bay fault (Map 1; also refer to Figure 1g, page

47), trends of sg and s1 are essentially paralleI to the
contacts of the comprex batholiths to the north and south.
These D4 structures follow the trend of major Dz shear

Zollêsr which apparently acted as structural discontinuities
during D2, separating an area of complex deformation (Figure

82) from areas to the north and south where structures are
relatively simple.

Donain 1 includes

trace of the Fl Black

domain is fragmented

faulÈs, which, in the

essentially paralleI to

contact of the Aulneau

merge into the area

described in the Yellow

all of the area south of the axial
River anticline (Figure 82). This

by west-northwesterly trending D2

southern half of the domain, are

the Long Bay fault and the northern

batholith. To the west these faults
of closely spaced D2 shear zones

Girl Bay subarea.
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The strike trends of the steeply dipping SOSt suggest

that this entire domain is a large F2 synclinorium, with one

branch trending to the westr toward Yel1ow Girl Bayr and

another to the northeast, toward Black Lake. F2 fold axial
surfaces in the western branch of the synclinorium are

roughly paralleI to the westerly trending D2 faults and to

the northern contact of the Aulneau batholith. In the

northeastern branch' southwest of Bl-ack Lake, F2 fold axial
surfaces and local D2 fault zones are essentially parallel

to the contact of the Dryberry batholith. The western

branch of the synclinorium is a complex structrJL'êr the

northern limb of which is truncated against an east-west D2

fau1t. The northeastern branch is a disharmonic fold in

which tightness of folding is maximum in the nose, near

B1ack Laker and dies out to the south along a D2 fauIt.
The shal-1owIy plunging F1 Long Bay syncline enters

Dornain 1 in the extreme southeastr but the axial surface of

this early fold cannot be traced into the central part of

the domain. The steep dip of SOSt throughout Domain 1

suggests that the axis of the F1 syncline was turned upward

by the E2 folding which produced the synclinorium.

Although the structure of this synclinorium is more

complex' the net effect of F2 folding on the F1 syncline

axis is exactly the same as that described in the Shore

Island subarea, where the axis of the Long Bay syncline Yras

turned upward by F2 folds on the northwestern side of the

Red C]iff Bay pluton.
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The smaller F2 fords which make up this synclinorium
suggest two distinct stress orientations. rn the northeast-
ern branchr rìorth-south fold axes suggest east-west compres-
sion' roughry normar to the contact of the Dryberry batho-
lith. D2 shear zones which dip steeply and parallel the
fold axes have steeply plunging L2c lineations, suggesting
vertical motion. F2 fords in the western branch suggest
north-south compression, roughly normal to the contact of
the Aul-neau batholith to the south. D2 shear zones of this
branch merge into the previously described yellow Girr Bay

subarea. The highty attenuated western closure of the
syncrinorium forms the easterly plunging side of the D2

culmination described in the discussion of the yellow GirI
Bay subarea.

To the norLh of the Black River anticrine the dominant
D2 structures are major F2 foldsr'vâriably developed in a

series of blocks which are separated and fragmented by a

complex system of D2 faults. A large E2 synclinorium occu-
pies most of the area between the Dryberry batholith and the
Loon Lake pluton, including all of Domains 2,3a, and 3b
(Figure 82). The smarl squirrel Lake pluton occupies the
center of this structure. This major F2 syncrinorium is
defined by the asymmetry of lesser E2 folds which occur in
the series of blocks separated by the D2 faults. A1l
evidence of E2 fording dies out to the north along D2 faurts
which belong to the east-west system parallel to the
Dryberry batholith and the D4 lrlitch Bay fauLt. This same D2
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fault system served as a detachment surface to accommodateE2 folding to the northwest of the Loon Lake pluton. MinorF2 folds within this synclinorium are generally tighter, anddevelopment of s2 cleavage is more intense toward the marginof the Dryberry batholith or the Loon Lake pluton (Figure
83).

The relationship between E2 for_ds and D2 faults withinthe large synclinorium which includes Domains 2, 3a, and 3b(Figure gÐ is much more complex than in the large disharmo_nic F2 fold described in the shore rsland subarea. Thetrends of sost and the axial surfaces of smar_1er F2 foldssuggest that while the entire structure probably resurtedfrom east-west compression, folds did not devel0p uniformlyacross the synclinorium.

significant differences in î2 folding can be seen bycomparing structures in Domains 2, 3a, and 3b. fn Domain 2,folding is more pronounced to the south, in the nose of thesynclinorium, and is best developed Ín areas where the trendof s0st is east-westr foughly parallel to the inferredstress orientation. Folding is ar.so varÍab'y devel0ped onopposite sides of D2 fault zones. This effect is illus_trated by comparing Donains 3a and 3b. fn Domain 3a foldingis open' but on crossing the fault which forms the boundarywith Domain 3b, folding increases in intensity. Thisdifference is easily explained by disharmonic folding asdescribed in the northeastern part of the shore rslandsubarea- The difference in intensity across the north_south
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D2 faurt which forms the boundary between Domains 3b and 2

is significant in that it impries that rocks on opposite
sides of this faurt apparently responded differentry to the

stresses which produced the FZ folds. This interpretation
impries that this faurt may have formed prior to fording and

acted as a structurar discontinuity during E2 fold develop-

ment.

A similar relationship exists between Domains 3b and

3c. Rocks in Domain 3c are not forded about northerly
trending axial surfaces, but show evidence, in the form of
deformed clasts (Figure 83-Locality A), of deformation by

east-west compression, the same orientation as that which

produced F2 folds in Domains 2, 3a, and 3b. This observa-

tion suggests that in Domain 3c, s0 and s1 were oriented
roughly north-south at the time they were deformed. rt arso

suggests that the faults which bound these domains were

formed prior to the east-west compressive phaser during
which they acted as structurar discontinuÍties separating

blocks in which Sg and SI were deformed by either folding or

frattening¡ depending on their initial orientation with
respect to the stress field.

Domain 3d contains a steeply plunging disharmonic F2

fold which dies out to the southr along a D2 fault south of
the axial trace of the Fl Black River anticl_ine. This

anticlinal F2 fold also apparently formed in response to
east-west compression, and is isolated from Domain 3c and

the synclinorium of Domain 2 by D2 faults.
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other Ð2 faultsr particularry those in Domain I and the

eastern part of Domain 2 (Figure 82), appear to have formed

either contemporaneously withr or after F2 folding. These

faults' like those of the late east-west trending set in the

southern part of the shore rsland subarea, evidently formed

paral1e1 to the axial surfaces of similarry trending F2

fords. These faults commonry offset the limbs of the F2

folds (Figure 83-Localities c and E). Their associated szc
and L2" fabrics suggest that motion was predominantly verti-
cal, accompanied by compression normal to the zone, the same

stress orientation as that whích produced the adjacent F2

fo1ds.

The minor structures associated with the macroscopi c Ð2

structures in the Eastern subarea (Figure B3) provide addi-
tionar insight into the nature of the D2 deformation. rn

areas away from pluton contacts, or where macroscopic F2

folding is not intense (Figure 83-Localities D, E, & F),

fold profiles tend to be concentric, and 32 cleavage is not

strongly developed. s2 is commonly expressed as a weak

fracture cleavage in coarse clastic rocks, and is well
developed as a crenulation cleavage only in argirlaceous
beds, pârticularly in Formation 3 turbidites. In areas

where macroscopic F2 folding is tight, and particurarly near

the pluton contacts (Figure 83:Localities B & C), minor tz
folds are tighter and SZ is more intensely developedr with
solution/redeposition of quartz commonly occurring in folded

argillaceous beds (refer to Figures 33 through 39, and



accompanying discussion on pages 61-69).

Withín 200m of the contact of the Dryberry batholith,
tight to isoclinal minor folds are occasionalty observed.

These folds (Figure 83-Locality B; also refer to Figure 17,

page 43) are often difficult to recognize because of the

strong vtz recrystallization, but they are interpreted to be

î2 folds because they refold a foliation (S1) ¡ and their
axial surfaces are paraIlel to macroscopic and mesoscopic F2

folds in adjacent rocks further from the contact. Vtithin
100m or less of the pluton contact, it becomes difficult to

identify sma11-sca1e structures. The schistosity (Sr)

resulting from 142 recrystallization commonry masks the
nature of aII other fabrics. As the contact is approached,

all structures are transposed parallel to the contact in a

zone of intense cataclastic strain, similar to that
described by Ziehlke (197 4) | Itlorrice (I97 4a) , and Menzies

(1978) in the rocks immediately adjacent to the Aulneau

batholith.

General- Summary 9.¡[ the D2 Deformation

The conplexity of Èhe D2 deformation is well iIlus-
trated by the relationships described in the three subareas.

It is apparent that little can be Iearned about the nature

of the D2 event by examining the development of D2 struc-
tures at any one isolated locality. The overall character

and significance of D2 can only be established by consider-

ing all D2 structures collective1y. lrlhen the complex array
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of structures is examined from this viewpoint, several_

important generalizations can be made regarding the D2

event.

General examples discussed in the description of struc-
turesr aDd specific structures described from the subareas

indicate that D2 structuresr both individuarry and as a

groupr can be separated from earlier Dl and later D3 and D4

structures. Their identity and position as a group within
the deformational sequence is established by their refold-
ingr displacementr oE transposition of the pervasive SgSlr

and the observation that they are overprinted by the D3 and

D4 structures.

A complex pattern of faults and a variety of flexural

folds formed during D2. The fabrics of the faults t ot more

properly ductile shear zones, suggest predominantly vertical
motion and compression normal to the zone. The nearly
vertical plunges of F2 fold axes suggests folding of the

steeply dipping SOSt about nearly vertical axes, in response

to roughly subhorizontal compression. In some areas faults

apparently originated before F2 folding. A specific example

is provided by the faults described in the discussion of the

Eastern subarea, which separate blocks or domains in which

F2 folds of different intensity or orientation developed.

Other D2 faults' such as those which acted as detachment

surfaces to acconmodate disharmonic F2 folding, were appar-

ently active during F2 folding. othersr süch as those which

developed paraI1e1 to the axial surfaces of F2 folds in the
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southern part of the Shore fsland subarea, and in the
southern and eastern parts of the Eastern subarea, cornmonry

offset the limbs of F2 folds. These relationships suggest a

complex movement history in which both folding and vertical
shearing may have occurred at the same locations at
different times, or at the same time.

The common occurrence of one set of D2 structures
overprinted on another suggests loca1 variability in the

orientation of stresses during D2. fn the Shore IsIand
subarea' early D2 structures whose orientations implied a

generarly east-west stress orientation were overprinted by a
later set whose orientation impried north-south compression.

In the Yellow GirI Bay subarea, early structures which
originated by intense subverticar shearing and north-south

compression were overprinted by steeply prunging folds and

crenulations, whose orientation suggested later east-west

compression. rn the Eastern subarêâr overprinting rela-
tionships $¡ere not apparent, but two distinct orientations

of F2 folds suggest north-south and east-west compression in
different parts of the subarea.

Although no simple sequence of structural development

can be specified for D2r the common occurrence of steeply
plunging minor î2 folds and crenulations imposed on shear

zone fabrics suggests that horizontal stress remained active

after the predominantly vertical motion indicated by the L2"

fabric of the zones had ceased. This relationship was

observed in alI DZ shear zones examined, and was particular-
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ly well illustrated in the Yellow GirI Bay subarea.

The most important aspect of the D2 structures in terms

of interpreting their origin is their geographic distribu-
tion. The most intense developrnent of D2 structures
occurred in the eastern part of the study âr€âr adjacent to
the granitic plutons. Major D2 faurts extend into the
western part of the arear âDd broad folds reorient sost and

the axial surfaces of Fl fords in the westr indicating that
D2 had some effect in this area. However, the complex

deformation characterized by overprinting of structures is
apparent only in the east, in rocks adjacent to the plutons.

Many D2 structures, particurarly major structures such

as F2 foldsr some D2 faults¡ and the plunge culminatÍon in
the Yellow Girl Bay subarear âpparently formed in response

to subhorizontar compression. The stress orientation ím-
plied by these structures is commonLy normal or close to
normal to the contacts of adjacent or nearby granitic plu-
tons. This observation impries that these D2 structures may

have developed as a consequence of forceful emplacement of
the plutons. This implied relationship will be examined in
detail in Chapter VIfI.
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CHAPTER VIII STRUCTURAL SUMMARY

AND TECTONIC TNTERPRETATION

The Deformational Sequence

The deformatÍonal events, structural elements, and

metamorphic events are summarized in Figure 94. The struc-
turaL elements have been grouped into the four deformational
events Dl through D4, based on the overprinting relation-
ships described in previous chapters. Each of these events
produced distinctive structures in the rocks of the area,
and each represents an important stage in the tectonic
evolution.

Dl was accompanied by greenschist fac: es metamorphism
(M1) 

' and resurted in major and minor F1 fc ss, and a pene-
trative foliation (sr). The style and orrentation of F1

folds suggest that fotding probably began as flexural
folding of the layered rocks in response to roughry north-
south compression. continued deformation under regional_
greenschist facies metamorphic conditions produced the typi-
cal shallowly plungingr upright¡ isoclinal folds and pene-

trative SI axial planar foliation.
The persistence of Dl structures beyond the study area,

particularly major F1 folds and Mr metamorphic assemblagês,

as interpreted from the maps of Goodwin (1965), Davies
(1969' r970), and Blackburn (1981) suggests that D1 and M1

may have been regional events which affected the entire
wabigoon subprovince, or even the entire western superior
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Figure 84. Deformational and metamorphic sequence.
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Province.

The origins of D1 and M1 caDnot be estabrished from the
data collected in this study. Their apparent regional
extent suggests that they nay be the resurt of major tecton-
ic activity, perhaps primitive ptate interaction, or the

same process which produced the linear east-west pattern of
gneissic and granite-greenstone subprovinces in the superior

Province. This question can only be answered by further
studies on a regional scale.

The Dr structures are particularly significant to this
study in that they are the earliest structures identified.
The isocl-inal Fl folds, steeply dipping s0, and penetrative

51 fabric which resulted from Dl are key markers which can

be used to interpret the complex D2 deformation.

The D2 deformation vras a complex event which produced

two distinct types of structures, flexural foldsr âDd a

complex pattern of faults. The fabrics associated with the

faults are comparable to those commonly observed in thrusts.
The plunge of the L2c lineation suggests predominantly

vertical motion, and clast deformation in adjacent rocks

suggests compression normal to the zone. The faults dip
steeply and commonly developed paralleI to sostr acting as

detachment surfaces which accommodated F2 folding. Macro-

scopic F2 folds are flexures which refold Sg and S1 and

reorient F1 axial surfaces. Minor F2 folds are either
parasitic folds related to the macroscopic folds, or iso-
lated folds which may refold SZc in D2 fault zones. The
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steep pLunges common to a11 F2 folds suggest origin due to
roughry horizontal compression. Earry crenul-ations which

have nearry horizontal prunging axes are an exception. rn
generalr steeply plunging crenulations and minor fords are

widely developed, and commonly overprint D2 shear zone

fabrics, suggesting that horizontal compression continued
after vertical novement on the shear zones.

when the comprex D2 structures are considered colrec-
tively' their distribution, and the distribution of the
impried stresses suggest a connection between D2 and the
emplacement of the granitic plutons. F2 folding is repre-
sented only by broad vJarps of sost and open frexures of the

F1 fold axial surfaces in the western part of the study

area' but it is intense and complex in the eastr adjacent to
the plutons. The stress orientation implied by the F2 folds
suggests compression normal to the contacts of the large and

smal1 prutons. The imprications of this relationship are

the key to establishing the rore of pruton emplacement in
the deforrnationar sequencer âDd wilr be discussed in detail
later in this chapter.

The origin of the D3 deformation is obscure. D3 kinks

are developed throughout the area, and overprint atl D1 and

D2 structures. The wide distribution of D3 structures sug-

gests thaL D3 may have been regional in extent. The steep

dip common to kink planes suggests that they originated in
response to subhorizontaL stresses, but their wide diversity
of orientation suggests their development was controlled by
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the suitability of existing fabrics (sgr sl, s2, s2c) to
deform by kinking. A systematic study of these structures
throughout the region wourd be required to establish the
significance of D3. rn any case, D3 played a reratively
minor role in the tectonic evolution of the study area.

D4 may have been a significant event on a regional
sca1e, but only locarly produced penetrative fabrics. D4

faults commonly reactivated D2 structures, but these narrow
zones without significant adjacent deformation suggest ori-
gin in tension, rather than compression. steeply plunging
to vertical L4 lineations suggest predominantly vertical
motion' as does the lack of major offsets along strikes of
the D4 faurts. variation in apparent offset along D4 faults
suggests that movement on these faurts may have involved a

rotational component. D4 was cLearry the latest deforma-
tionr except for minor northwesterly trending fractures. D4

may represent regional isostatic adjustment which followed
pluton emplacement.

The structurar evidence presented earlier and summa-

rized above suggests that pluton emplacement occurred at the
D2 stage of the deformational sequence. rn order to estab-
lish the inferred rerationship between D2 and pluton
emplacement, it is necessary to return to the discussion of
the plutonsr ênd further consider the evidence introduced in
chapter rv which suggested diapirism as the probable
emplacement mechani sm.
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Mechanism 9.¡[ Pluton Emplacement

Diapirism was introduced in chapter rv as a possible
mechanism for empracement of the granitic plutons within and

adjacent to the eastern part of the study area. Although
the internal character of the plutons and their contact
relationships with the surrounding rocks suggest diapirism,
other possible mechanisms of emplacement must be considered.

These mechanisms ares 1) "Granitization", or rnetasomatism;

2) stoping, or subsidence of supracrustar materialt 3)

Anatexis at or near present leveI of exposure.

sharp intrusive contacts and the lack of nghost stra-
tigraphy" within the plutons preclude a metasomatic origin.
stoping is eliminated by the regular curvature of contacts,
the scarcity of apophysal dikes, and by the general lack of
large amounts of angular and undeformed xenoliths. fn the

case of the Aulneau bathorith t gÍavity surveys give no

indication of large amounts of stoped materíal (Brisbin and

Greenr 1980). The plutons were alr emplaced in greenschist

facies rocks, which precludes an origin by anatexis, at
least near their present crustal rever. Emplacement of the

J.arge and snal-I granitic plutons as diapi ric structures is
supported by independent lines of evidence from the plutons

themselves, and from the structures in the surrounding
rocks.

The circular shape of the smalJer plutons is typical of

natural and experimental_ diapirs (Rambergr 1967). The

shapes of the Aulneau and Dryberry batholiths as shown on
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regionar maps are arso typical of diapiric intrusions. The

Aulneau batholith has an oval shape. The Dryberry batholith
has an amoeboid shape with smoothly curving contacts. other

large granitoid complexes of similar shape have been inter-
preted to be diapirs in other parts of the vtabigoon subprov-

ince (schwerdtner and Lumbers, 1980), and in other Archean

granite-greenstone Èerranes (Lowman, I976). Three-
dimensional shape is known only for the AuLneau batholith.
The gravity model of Brisbin and Green (1980) supported by

the seismic studies of Green and others [978) suggests that
the AuLneau is a tabular body with two prominent roots, a

shape typical of experimentally produced diapirs (Rambergr

t967) .

A second internal characterÍstic suggestive of diapir-
ism is the tendency of internar foriation and conpositional

banding to becone pararrel to the contact as the contact is
approached (stephansson, 1977). This pattern is character-

istic of the smaller plutonsr where foriation and arignment

of taburar xenoliths is concentric. rt has been wel-l- docu-

mented in the Aulneau batholith (Zieh1ker 1974)t and has

been observed in reconnaissance traverses in the Dryberry

batholith (this study¡ ZÍehlker 1975b).

A third and very important characteristic is the nature

of the internal f abric near the contact. Ziehl-ke Ã97 4)

reported more intense foliation and a recrystallized cata-
clastic texture near the outer contact of the Aulneau batho-

1ith. Similar intense foliation and cataclastic texture, in
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which phenocrysts commonly have an augen-like appearârrcêr

were noted in this study, both in the smaller plutons and in

the Dryberry batholith. These textures suggest that the

plutons were not emplaced as magmatic liquidsr but must have

been sufficiently crystalline at the tirne of emplacenent for

abrasion of mineral grains to occur during movement. Fur-

ther evidence of strong shearing both within the plutons and

their adjacent country rocks was reported by Menzies (1978)'

who described intense developrnent of minor shear zones along

the northern and eastern contacts of the Aulneau batholithr

both within the granitic rocks and the country rocks. These

features are particularly significant because theoretical

models by Dixon (1975) predict that intense strain should

develop at the interface of a rising diapir and its envelop-

ing rocks. Similar strain patterns are common around natu-

ral diapirs described in the literature (Stephanssorìr 1977¡

Sanderson and Meneillyr L981).

The arguments presented above strongly support dia-
pirism as the likely mechanism of emplacemqnt of the large

batholiths and the smal-ler plutons. The internal structure

of the plutons closely resembles that of diapiric intrusions

described by Schwerdtner (1981) in the Superior Province;

by Akaad (1956) 
' Pitcher and Berger (l-972) 

' Holder (1979),

and MeneilIy (1982) in the British Caledonidest by l{artin
(1951) and Barrierre Q977) in France; and by Brindley
(1973) and Soula (1982) in the Pyrenees.

Theoretical and experimental studies have provided
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insight into the effects which emplacement of a diapir can

be expected to produce in the surrounding rocks. Model

studies (Berner and others, I972; Rambêrgr I968, Ig7O,

1973; Ramberg and sjostrorn, 1973) and mathenaticar model-

ling of diapirs (Dixont 1974t I975; Morgan 1980) suggest

that diapirs first rise, and then expand at their level of
emplacement. vertical tectonic transport and intense strain
at the interface between the diapir and the country rocks

are important in the rising stage. compression of the

country rocks normal to the outer contact occurs during the

expansion stage. If the D2 structures are to be interpreted
as a consequence of diapirism, the sequence and orientation
of stresses impried by these structures shourd be compatibre

with that which is predicted by theory and experiment to
exist around rising and expanding diapirs.

Ihe DZ Defornation as A Conseguence O;E Diapirism

Attributing the D2 deformation to diapirism implies
that Dl occurred before diapirism. This interpretation is
supported by the relationships between Dl and D2 structures

described in previous chaptersr and is further supported by

the observation that on regional- maps (Goodwin, 1965;

Davies, 1969t I970¡ Blackburnr 1981) the axial surfaces of

the northeast,erly trending F1 fol-ds are apparently deflected

and reoriented around other granitoid complexes in the

hlabigoon Subprovince. If D1 did indeed predate diapirism,
and if Fr folding v¡as isoclinal, the implication is that the
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diapirs lrere emplaced in rocks with a strong vertical planar

ani sotropy.

The theoretical and experimental studies discussed

earlier, upon which concepts of what types of structures
diapirs should induce in their host rocks are based, have

only considered empracement into layered rocks with a hori-
zontal anisotropy. This situation suggests that arthough

the stress distributions originating from the rise and

expansion of the diapirs should be the same, the geometry of
the resulting structures may differ significantly from that
expected for emplacement in a horizontally layered sequence.

In Chapter VII, D2 was shown to have involved a complex

interplay between folding about steeply plunging axes, and

predominantly vertical movement on a complex system of
faults. The pattern of steeply plunging macroscopic F2

folds described in the shore rsland and Eastern subareas can

be explained as a consequence of radial expansion of dia-
pirs' specifically the Loon Lake plutonr and the segment of

the Dryberry batholith to the east of the study area. The

influence of the east-west vertical planar anisotropy pro-

duced by Dl is evident in that these folds formed only on

the eastern and western sides of the Loon Lake pluton, and

to the west of the Dryberry batholith, where the outwardly

directed compressive stresses vrere oriented roughly parallel
to SOS1. The fold to the northwest of the toon Lake pluton,

described in the discussion of the Shore fsland subarea, is
an excellent example of this type of folding. Folding is

t:
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tightest in the nose of this structure, which lies directly
west of the pluÈon. Compression from pluton expansion vras

maximum in this âEêâr where S0 and 51 were nearly normal to

the contact. Folding dies out to the north across a series

of faults which acted as detachment surfaces' until folding

is no longer evident. Disharmonic foLds of similar origin

were described on the northeastern and southeastern sides of

the Loon Lake pluton in the Eastern subarea. The large syn-

clinorium in the northeastern part of the Eastern subarea

and the synclinorium south of Black Lake formed in the same

manner.

Í,Ihere the outward expansion of a diapir was oriented

normal to SOS', folding did not occur. The only evidence of

defornation in the rocks to the north and south of the Loon

Lake pJ-uton consists of intense flattening of strain markers

such as clasts. This type of deformation was also described

in the fault blocks on the northwestern and eastern sides of

the Loon Lake pluton, in fault-bounded blocks (for an

example refer to Domain 3c of Figure 82) where Sg and 51

vrere oriented parallel to the pluton contactr and normal to

the local direction of expansion.

The relationship between pluton expansion and macro-

scopic E2 folding is relatively simple and easily visual-

ized. Howeverr when the D2 faults are considered' the

interpretation becomes more complex. As discussed earlier'

overprinting relationships among D2 structures suggest that

D2 faults began to form early in D2r ând that movement on
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shear zones persisted to near the end of D2. The early

origin for some Ð2 faults is indicated by the observation

that they separate blocks in which the intensity or style of

D2 defornation differs. Prime examples are the faults which

bound the blocks described above, in which Sg and 51 were

apparently oriented paralIe1 to the contact of the Loon Lake

pluton prior to expansion of this diapir. Movement and

juxtaposition of these blocks relative to surrounding

blocks, in which Sg and 51 vrere oriented normal to the

contactr must have occurred prior to expansion in order to

account for the differences in deformation in resPonse to

expansion.

Other D2 faults appear to have developed along with F2

folds. The detachment faults which developed to accommodate

disharnonic folding are examples. Other examples include

those faults which developed parallel to the axial surfaces

of adjacent E2 foldsr apparently in resPonse to the same

streSses which produced the folds. In the discussion of

this subarea, it vras shown that both steeply plunging folds

and nearly vertical fault zones developed together' appar-

ently in response to north-south compression. The faults

represent vertical shearing which occurred paralleI to fold

limbs as intensity of deformation increased to the south.

Both folds and faults apparently developed in response to

the same comPressional deformation, which can be attributed

to a pulse of exPansion within the Aulneau batholith. The

folds and fauLts of similar orientation in the southern part
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of the Eastern subarea probably devel-oped in a similar
manner' in response to the samer or a similar but later
pulse within the Aulneau batholith.

The late east-west structures in the Shore IsIand
subarea overprint an earlier northwesterly trending set

whose orientation suggests east-west compression. This

earlier deformation in the northern part of the subarea cârlr

by the same reasoning' be attributed to expansion of the

Loon Lake pluton to the east.

The exanples discussed above demonstrate that indeed

the stresses which produced many of the D2 structures can be

attributed to diapiric expansion. A question remains as to

what D2 structures, if âItfr can be attributed to the rise of

the diapirs. The faults which separate blocks or domains in

which the deformational pattern suggests different orienta-
tions of Sg and S1 during expansion of the diapirs must have

existed prior to expansion. This suggests that rise of the

diapirs may have produced a pattern of faults in the over-

lying greenstones. As the diapirs rose and began to expand,

these blocks moved into positions where the outwardly

directed subhorizontal stresses resulting from expansion

produced differing types of deformationr folding by conpres-

sion paraI1el to SOStr of flattening by compression normal

to SOS1. These structures are the only evidence suggesting

pre-expansion faulting. Fabrics indicative of vertical
motion on other D2 faults have been shown to form in faults

which accompanied F2 folding. The common occurrence of
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steeply plunging folds and crenul-ations and the 52e cleavage

imposed on the fault zone fabrics' indicate that horizontal

compression in a wide spectrum of orientations persisted

until near the end of D2.

An important factor that must be considered in inter-
preting the D2 deformation is that the diapirs vrere emplaced

under greenschist facies metamorphic conditions. These

plutons are not strictly analogous to gneiss domes and

syntectonic plutons emplaced under amphibolite facies condi-

tions, in which the surrounding rocks deform Plastica1ly to

accommodate intrusion. At the relatively high level at

which these plutons were emplaced, the country rocks would

be expected to exhibit competency during defornation. This

is indicated by the discontinuous nature of D2, in which the

strain imposed by the expanding diapirs was accommodated by

both flexural folding and the widespread development of

faults. It is also indicated by the apparent transfer of

stress across the faults, which produced deformation in

adjacent blocks.

The D2 deformation cannot be fu1ly interpreted without

considering the timing of diapirism and its potential effect

on the evolution of D2 structures. Unfortunately, Ìittle
evidence is available to establish the sequence of intru-
sion. A sequence is suggested by the crosscutting relation-

ships among phases observed within the plutons. The work of

Ziehlke (.1974, 1975), and observations summarized in Chapter

IV suggest that the gneissic trondhjemites and diorites of
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the complex batholiths are the oldest phasesr ând that they
were intruded by the younger porphyritic granodiorites,
which are the late phases of the Aurneau and Dryberry batho-
riths. Petrographic similarity of these Late phases to the
rocks which constitute the smaller plutons, and the southern
part of the Dryberry batholith to the east of the study
area' suggests that these plutons nay be equivalent to, and

may have been emplaced contemporaneously with, the latest
phases of the complex batholiths. This correlation must be

considered tenuous in the absence of definitive chemical or
isotopic datar but this inferred age relationship is
supported by structural arguments.

considering the rerative size of the Aulneau and

Dryberry batholiths as compared to the Loon Lake pluton, it
is difficult to imagine the two large bathoriths expanding

to their present size without imprinting some strain
features, such as a foliation, on the sma]ler pluton located
between thern. Às stated earlier, there is no evidence of
such overprinting, and there is no evidence of overprinting
on structures reLated to emplacement of the Loon Lake plu-
ton' except for the reratively local effects of fording in
the southern parts of the shore rsland and Eastern subareas.

Howeverr inspection of regional maps indicates that the
distance between Fl ford axes in the area between the large
complex batholiths, compared to that in the western part of
the map area suggests significant constriction between the
batholiths. Both of these rines of evidence suggest that
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the gneissic batholiths may have been in their present form,

except for minor pulses of expansion, prior to the emplace-

ment of the granodioritic plutons in the area between them.

Deformational Model f.or p2

The following model presents a conceptual picture of
how the DZ deformation may be interpreted as a consequence

of diapirism. This moder is speculativer considering that
the proposed sequence of intrusion is based on the litholo-
gic correlation among granitic phases and on the indirect
structuraL evidence discussed previously.

D2 began (Figure 85) with the rise and expansion of the

comprex bathoriths to the north and south of the study area.

The net effect of the emplacement of these bathoriths was to

compress the intervening greenstones normal to S6 and S1.

This strain produced no F2 fords in the area between the

batholiths, but brought the axial surfaces of the three
major FI folds closer together. This is suggested by foI-
lowing the traces of these axial- surfaces on regional maps

as they enter the area between the batholiths from the west.

D2 faults tangential to the contacts of the batholiths
probably formed at this time. The D2 faults along the

northern contact of the Aulneau batholithr across which the

stratigraphy is repeated, are probably analogous to the high

angle reverse faults caused by upward tectonic transport
adjacent to large diapirs, as proposed by Gorman and others
(1978).
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Figure 85. Beginning of D2 deformation in central
Lake of the I'ioods area. Aulneau batholith (ÀB)
and Dryberry batholith (DB) rise and expand.
High-angle reverse faults develop paralIel and
tangential to pluton margins. Axes of iso-
clinaL Fl folds are brought closer together by
compression normal to Sg and 51.
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The smaller plutons, including the Red Cliff Bayr Loon

Lake, and Squirrel Lake plutonsr and the southern part of

the Dryberry batholith $rere emplaced as diapirs into the

area between the large batholiths (Figure 86). Rise of

these diapirs into the greenschist facies supracrustal rocks

probably produced a cornplex pattern of faults above the

diapirs. Some of these early faults, and the strong east-
west trending verticaL planar anisotropy defined by Sg and

Sf influenced the geometry and style of structures produced

by the expansion of these diapirs.
The effects of the expansíon of the plutons within the

greenstone belt are shown schematically in Figure 87. Most

of the complex pattern of D2 structures described in Chapter

VII formed at this stage. The radially directed subhorizon-

tal stresses originating in the expanding diapirs produced

two types of deformation. In areas where Sg and 51 were

oriented normal to these stressesr âs in the area to the

north and south of the toon Lake plutonr and in fault blocks

on the northwestern and eastern sides of this plutonr expan-

sion produced flattening parallel to Sg and 51. Similar

deformation occurred on the southwestern and northwestern

sides of the Dryberry batholithr âDd in the rocks adjacent

to the complex batholiths at the time they expanded.

Where these same stresses were oriented paralleI to the

nearly vertical S0 and 51, the rocks deformed by flexural
folding about steeply plunging to nearly vertical axes.

Folding was disharmonic, and died out along detachment
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Figure 86. Beginning of second phase of diapirism
in D2. Late granodioritic diapirs (v pattern)
begin to rise into area between complex early
batholiths (+ pattern). Emplacement of late
phases causes additional expansion in large
bathol i ths. Cornplex pattern of D2 f aults
develops in rocks over rising diapirsr and
predominantly vertical movement between blocks
above rising plutons occurs at this stage.
Plutons are: (1) Red Cliff Bay, (2) Loon Laker
(3) Squirrel Lake, (4) southern part of
Dryberry batholithr âDd (5) Iate phases in
Aulneau and Dryberry batholiths.
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faults. This type of deformation is illustrated by the

large disharmonic F2 fotds on the northwestern side of the

Loon Lake pluton, in the area between the Loon Lake pluton
and the Dryberry batholíth to the eastr and in the area

southwest of Black Laker âs described in Chapter VII.
Rel-ationships between E2 folds and D2 faults discussed

previously suggest that stresses resulting from diapiric
expansion were accommodated both by folding, and intense
subvertical shearing along the faults. The area west of the

Loon Lake pruton illustrates how the D2 structures die out

away from the pluton nargins across a series of D2 faults,
unt,il deformation attributable to diapirism is no Ionger

detectable.

The only evidence of diapir interaction which resulted

in clearly overprinting structures involves the Aulneau

batholith and the Loon Lake pluton. Local folding about

east-west trending axial surfacesr âDd shear zone develop-

ment in the southern parts of the Shore Island and Eastern

subareas' described in detail in Chapter VII, are probably

best interpreted as the result of late pulses of expansion

from the AuIneau. The culmination in the area between the

Aulneau and Loon Lake plutons probably resulted from

emplacement of the Loon Lake pluton. This culmination sug-

gests strong north-south compression normal to the contacts

of the two diapirs, and strong vertical tectonic transport.

There are no diagnostic overprinting D2 structures which

suggest that stress originated from eit.her diapir in partic-
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ular. If the interpretation that the Aulneau batholith v¡as

emplaced earlier is correctr this curmination can be attri-
buted to the rise and expansion of the Loon Lake and Red

criff Bay plutons relativery close to the axial surface of
the F1 Long Bay syncline.

Discussion q;[ Model

The complexity of the D2 deformation implies that no

model can be constructed which will explain arr aspects of
this event without significantry more data than is now

available. fn the absence of more complete data, this
model' based on the available data and some reasonably
justified inferences, provides a simple yet adequate concep-

tual- picture of D2. The weak part of this moder as it
stands is the uncertainty regarding the sequence of pruton

emplacement. Quantitative strain analyses courd potentiarry
provide definitive evidence, by determining whether rocks

between the major gneissic batholiths vrere strained by earry

north-south compression attributable to expansion of these

batholiths, in addition to the deformation imposed by D1.

Precise geochronologic data courd potentially determine
what, if ân1lr difference exists between the ages of the
gneissic batholiths and the granodioritic plutons. These

types of sÈudies, along with more detaited analyses of the

D2 structures are needed before a more sophisticated model

can be constructed.
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Comparison lO Other Studies

There are very few structural studies in Archean
granite-greenstone terranes that are directly comparable to
the present study, particularly in the Superior province of
canada. Regional structural studies by Fyson and others
(1978) ' Park and Ermanovics Ã97 g) | and schwerdtner and
others (1979) have concluded that deformation of the green-
stones was due to granite diapirismt ot a combination of
diapirism and regional stress. The studies of schwerdtner
and associates (Schwerdtner and others, 1979¡ Schwerdtner
and Lumbersr 1990) have approached the diapirism probrem
from another viewpoint, that of identifying diapirs by the
internal structure of the plutons. schwerdtner and Lumbers
(1980) concluded that diapirism in the Rainy Lake region
occurred in two stagesr âs is indicated in this study, but
they did not examine in detail the defornational effects of
the two stages of diapirism on the surrounding supracrustal
rocks.

The most comparabl-e studies are the work of Ramsay
(1963) and Anhaeusser og7 5) , which examined the def orma-
tionar history of the Barberton region in south Africa.
Many years of intensive study in this Archean granite-green-
stone terrane are summarized by Anhaeusser (1975). The

deformational sequence at Barberton is. very analogous to
that in the central Lake of the lfoods area. Early folds are
isoclinal' have nearly horizontar. axesr and have a werl
developed axial planar creavage. These early structures are
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refolded by steeply plunging fl_exures, comparable to F2 of
this area. Many of the second-generation folds resemble the

disharmonic detachment folds characteristic of EZ. The

Barberton area is also fragmented by faultsr steeply
plunging lineations are common, and the entire sequence is
overprinted by late kink bands.

Anhaeusser (1975) interpreted the earry fording to have

been caused by gneissic diapirism on the margins of the
greenstone beltr and the second deformation to be the result
of emplacement of granodioritic diapirs within and adjacent

to the greenstones. This interpretation, in which the two

major deformational phases are linked to two phases of
diapirismr is sinilar to that proposed for the D2 deforma-

tion in the present study. The major difference is that the

observations of the present study suggest that Dl v¡as a

regional event which preceded diapirism. Further studies in
the wabigoon subprovince with a broader regionar perspective

are needed to estabrish the nature of the tectonic process

responsible for the Dl event.
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CHAPTER IX - CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The conclusions drawn from this study are as follows:

I. The Archean metasediments and metavolcanic rocks

were subjected to a four-stage deformational
hi story.

2. D1 was the resuLt of roughly north-south compres-

sion on a regional scale, and resulted in isoclinal
upright folds with shallow plunges. Dl was accom-

panied by regional greenschist facies metamorphism

(M1) r which resuLted in recrystallization and the
development of the pervasive 51 fotiation parallel
to the axial surfaces of the Fl folds. DI and M1

occurred bef ore diapi ric emplacernent of the
granitic plutons.

3. The complex Ð2 deformation resulted from diapiric
emplacement of granitic plutons within and adjacent

to the eastern part of the study area.

4. The observed complexity of D2, both in terms of
sequence and local geometryr resul_ted f rom: (1)

the compl-ex and variable stress distribution around

the diapirs during their emplacement¡ (2) the con-

trols imposed on the development of D2 structures
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by the strong vertical planar anisotropy inherited

from F1 folding; and (3) the 1ow-grade metamor-

phic environment in which the rocks deformed by

both flexural folding and movement on a complex

pattern of faults. Local overprinting of D2 struc-
tures resulted from this complex interaction.

5. D3 was a minor deformational event, characterized

by widespread development of kink bands of diverse

orientationr which occurred after the empJ-acement

of the diapirs. The origin of the stresses which

produced the D3 structures is not deternined.

The D4 deformation consisted of tensional faulting
which occurred after diapirism. D4 faulting may

represent regional isostatic adjustnent following

the emplacement of the diapiric plutons.

Minor northwest-trending tensional faults' many of

which are occupied by diabase dikes, formed at some

time after D4.

7.
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Discussion g;f Conclusions

The three stated objectives of this sÈudy have been

accomprished. The character and sequence of deformation
within the supracrustar rocks have been estabrished.
Evidence has been presented which reasonably establishes
diapirism as the mechanism of emplacement of the granitic
plutons' and the role of diapirism in the deformational
history of the supracrustal rocks has been estabrished.

The conclusions of this investigation can be regarded

as significant from two distinct viewpoints. rn the most

limited and practical sense, this study has proposed a

defornational sequence for this area of the vlabigoon sub-
province. This sequence is based on fierd observationsr âDd

has been interpreted to be the result of both regional
deformation and diapirism. A sequence of diapirism simirar
to that proposed in this study has been documented ersewhere

in the same subprovince by schwerdtner and Lumbers (1980).

This suggests that a similar deformationar history may have

affected the supracrustal rocks ersewhere in the subprov-

ince. Further studies of the sequence of structurar devel-

opment in the greenstones as it relates to diapirism are

essential to determine whether the concrusions reached in
this study regarding the sequence and style of deformation

are of only local t oÍ of wider significance.
The inferences drawn from this study regarding the

mechanísm by which rocks under the greenschist facies meta-

morphic conditions typicaJ. of most Archean granite-



greenstone terranes deform in response to rising and expand-

ing diapiric plutons may be of more general significance.
The structural observationsr pêrticularly those regarding
the comprexity of the D2 event, may have much wider apprica-
tion in interpreting comprex deformation in other granite-
greenstone terranes.

An important conclusion of this study is the recogni-
tion that rocks in this tectonic environment may deform by a

combination of faulting and foldingr both of which occur

contemporaneously in the comprex stress fíerds surrounding

rising and expanding diapirs. This type of deformation can

result in a very compLex array of structuresr âlt of which

resulted from the same deformational event. A second impor-

tant observation is that the geometry of structures in the

supracrustal rocks existent at the time of diapirism may

significantly influence the geometry of diapir-induced
structures, as exemprified by the influence of Dl fabrics in
controlling the geonetry of D2 folding around diapirs.

It is possible that the reasoning used to explain the

D2 structures of this area could be applied on a much

broader scale to interpret the origin of structures produced

by the Aulneau and Dryberry batholiths, and other similar
diapiric plutons, in the Wabigoon Subprovince. Such a study

would require careful analysis of the fold and fault pat-
terns' and documentation of the defornational and intrusive
sequence in a large porÈion of the subprovince. This

approach is a logical extension of this study and should be
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investigated further.
This study yras completed in the absense of geochronolo-

gic studies. Precise dating of the granitic plutons wil-I be

necessary in order to provide an indication of the time span

of the D2 deformation. The utility of precision dating has

been established in this region by the study of Davis and

Edwards (1982) in the adjoining Kakagi Lake area. Isotopic

studies of rocks in the Lake of the Woods area are needed to

establish temporal and petrogenetic relationships among the

plutonic rocks, and between the plutonic rocks and the

volcanic sequence' as well as to provide a standard for

comparison of the deformational history of the greenstones

of this part of the Wabigoon Subprovince with that described

by Gower and Clifford (1981) for the nearby Kenora area of

the English River Subprovince.

As is the case in most other field-oriented investiga-

tions, this study has raised more questions than it has

answered. The author hopes that it has also provided some

insights into the complex deformational processes which can

occur when diapiric plutons are emplaced into the green-

schist facies rocks typically found in Archean greenstone

belts. This study was essentially a structural reconnais-

sance, in which a large area was examined in order to define

the overall nature and sequence of deformation. There is a

need for much more detailed work in this area. In particu-

Iar, studies involving quantitative strain measurement and

detailed local structural analysis' coupled with geochrono-i¡ì.
.Ììii
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logy could significantly refine the general picture
presented here. It is hoped that others will take Íssue

with the authorrs interpretations and restudy this area in
greater detail. It is aLso hoped that the general con-

clusions regarding the nature of the deformational process

which produced the D2 structures wirr be useful in guiding

others who attempt similar studies in structurally complex

areas of the lfabigoon Subprovince and other granite-
greenstone terranes.
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